PARTIAL TRANSCRIPTS OF NOTIONS WITH AMENDMENTS
SOUTH NATOMAS HEARINGS HELD ON 11-29-88

Item 16

TRANSCRIPT OF AMENDMENT REGARDING

MISCELLANEOUS ISSUES

1st Amendment - Gardenland Rezonings; second option which
would be staff recommendation as to single family; however,
I condition that, or place a condition in that, should that
be subject to public combination proceeding for the purpose
of acquiring the Arden-Garden Connector, then the land value
of that land will be treated under its current zoning.

COUNCILPERSON'S INTENT - I called Scot Mende, Associate
Planner on 12-2-88 and requested that he explain this
amendment. His interpretation was that when the ArdenGarden Connector is adopted and property condemned that the
appraisal evaluation of condemned property will be based on
previous zoning.
2nd Amendment - Gateway Oaks Motel; Move first option.
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Honorable Members in Session:
SUBJECT: SOUTH NAWMAS COMMUNITY PUN UPE1ATE (M87-039)

SUMMMff

Staff has prepared responses to several issues regarding South Natomas that were
raised at the November 1, 1988 Council hearing. This report addresses the
following remaining issues for South Natomas:
ci

The 10-15% reduction in square footage for non-residential land uses,

o

The Proposed Implementation and Plan Revision Measures (i.e., the agreement
with the Natomas Community Association,

o

Alternative land use if the hospital is not built,

o

Policies regarding Metro Airport Noise,

o

Zoning related to Gardenland area and for a potenti al Gateway Oaks
hotel/motel project.

In preparation for the Council's final motions on South Natomas,
includes ordinances and a resolution for adoption.

this transmittal

BACKGROUND

Resolution Ordinances Findi s of Fact and Statement

Overrid

Considerations

The attached Ordinances and Resolutions are intended to implement the South
Natomas Community Plan. Attachment 1 is a resolution which certifies the EIR,
adopts the Community Plan, amends the General Plan to be consistent with the
Community Plan, and adopts the findings of facts and statement of overrides on
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the EIR. Attachment 2 is an Ordinance establishing the Northgate Special
Planning District. Attachment 3 is an Ordinance which rezones various properties
to be consistent with the Community Plan.
Attachment 4 is the draft Findings of Fact and Statement of Overriding
Considerations on the South Natomas Community Plan.
Implementation and Plan Revision Measures
Attachment 5 is the revised Implementation and Plan Revision Measures which are
the result of discussions between the City and the Natomas Community Association.
If adopted, items with an asterisk (*) would be incorporated into the Community
Plan. Items not designated with an asterisk are administrative actions.
10-15% Reduction in Square Footage
The Council has previously directed that a reduction in non-residential density
in the range of 10% to 15% be applied. Staff understood that the range of 10% to
15% was given to allow staff to deal with special circumstances of individual
projects. In developing a method to equitably and fairly assign a specific
density reduction to current and future potential projects, the following
guidelines were developed:
a)

Reductions were applied only to non-residential land for which zoning
entitlements have not been previously granted.

b)

Office projects involving no parkland dedication were reduced by the full
15%.
Office projects which include a minor dedication of parkland were reduced by
10%.
Office projects which include a major dedication of parkland are proposed to
be exempted from the reduction.
Commercial projects for which there is no economically feasible and
compatible alternative land use (such as converting the excess remnant to
residential use) were reduced by 5%.

f) The remaining commercial properties were reduced by 15%.
Table 1 shows the projects that would be subject to a reduction in square footage
if these guidelines are followed. The table shows the acreage, application or
assumed square footage, and the recommended percent reduction and consequent
square footage and acreage reductions. If the Council adopts these reductions,
then the total square footage would be reduced by 160,000 square feet or 11.4% of
the projects to which the reduction is recommended to be applied. Taking the
total proposed densities for the commercial and office projects (the seven major
projects) and the density for potential future projects into consideration, the
overall reduction is approximately 6.7%.
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Table 1
SOUTH NATONAS COMMUNITY PLAN
Project Name

SNCP
Desi n

7 MAJOR PROJECTS
River Plaza
OB
Metropolitan Center
OB
Sutter West
OB
Natomas Corp. Center
OB
Willow Creek Sc
NC
Park EL Camino
HC
OB
Capitol 80 (08)
Capitol 80 (HC)
HC
FUTURE PROPOSALS
Cook Company (SCW)
HC
EL Camino Station
NC
El Camino Station
HC
Beard/Hoshaw
NC
Total of all
Projects
Total of Projects Subject to
Reduction Only

co

Application
Acrea e
5 Ft

RECOMMENDED REDUCTION
Percent
Acres
5 Ft

35.0
32.0
60.0
0.0
12.0
9.0
27.0
5.0

374,000
440,000
660,000
60,000
108,000
136,000
297,000
45,000

10.0%
15.0%
0.0%
10.0%
15.0%
15.0%
0.0%
0.0%

37,400
66,000
0
6,000
16,200
20,400
0
0

3.5
4.8
0.0
0.0
1.8
1.4
0.0
0.0

6.6
11.0
6.3
5.4
209.3

59,400
109,900
56,900
53.600
2,399,800

5.0%
5.0%
5.0%
5.0%
6,7%

3,000
5,500
2,800
2.700
160,000

0.3
0.5
0.3
0.3
12.9

117.3

1,397,800

11.4%

160,000

12.9

Note: The considerations for reduction of non-residentiat square footage potential for
current and future land use proposals are:
15% on office projects with no park dedication
10% on office projects with minor park dedication
0% on office projects with major park dedication
15% on commercial projects with compatible alternative Land uses
5% on commercial projects with no compatible alternative Land uses.

PARKLAND DEDICATION
Acres
2.0
23.0
2.7

7.0

34.7

Community Hospital Site
The draft South Natomas Community Plan (Policy C of the Hospital Section in the
Public Facilities Element) currently recommends that if the Community Hospital is
not built, then the alternate land use recommendation would be medium-high
density residential. In keeping with the intent of increasing single family type
housing, this policy has been revised to recommend medium density residential
land use for this site if the Hospital is not built.
Miscellaneous Issues
Attachment 6 is the staff recommendation for policies to be
included in the Plan. This recommendation was provided for the Transportation
and Community Development COrmittee meeting of November 22, 1988. Staff will
provide a verbal summary of the Committee's action.
Metro Airport Noise.

Cardenland Rezorsings. As discussed in the staff report for the November 1st
Council meeting, the Council has two options regarding rezonings in Gardenland.
The first option is to rezone only those properties which would not be affected
by any of the Arden-Garden connector alternatives (i.e., those areas north of the
northern blockface of Jefferson). The second option is to proceed with the
rezoning of the entire Gardenland area south of West El Camino Avenue, and, if
appropriate, the City would re-evaluate land uses in that portion of Gardenland
affected by the Arden-Garden connector once the alignment has been adopted.
Attachment 2 is an Ordinance rezoning various properties in South Natomas. The
Ordinance includes all of the assessor's parcel numbers in Gardenland (with the
exception of two apartment complexes).
Staff recommends the second option because the appropriate ugP of the area is for
single-family use except for the properties immediately adjacent to a future
connector whose alignment would not be determined for about 2 years. Maintaining
multi-family residential zoning adjacent to each of the potential alignments
would allow development that would be inconsistent with the Plan.

As discussed in the staff report for the November 1st
the Council has two options regarding the facilitation of a
hotel/motP1 project. The first option is to amend the Support Commercial
language in the Community Plan to allow business oriented hotel/motel uses and to
designate a portion of the Gateway Oaks site (e.g., 4 acres) for Support
Commercial. The second option is to amend the language in the Community Plan but
defer the re-designation until the applicant applies for a specific project.
Staff reommends the second option as it will provide the City with greater
opportunity to ensure a quality project.
Gateway Wks Motel.
Council meeting,

Conditions of Approval on 7 Maior Prolects
Several conditions of approval have been modified. These modified conditions
include provisions for flood warnings to be recorded on subdivision maps and
deeds, park site reservation, and Facilities Benefit Assessment District
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participation. These conditions will be forwarded to the Council in a later
report. Any actions regarding the major projects would be intent notions. Final
action will occur once the findings have been prepared for each project.
cONCIDSION
The South Natamas Community Plan has resulted in many years of debate and
litigation. It is not reasonable to expect that all interests can achieve 100%
of those things they desire from the Plan. However, the changes made over the
past few weeks based on discussions with the Council, the development community,
and the Natamas Community Association should result in both qualitative and
quantitative improvements. It is time to adopt the Plan.
RECUMENEPITION
It is recommended that the Council take the following actions:
1) Close the hearing,
2) Deny the appeal on the Final Supplemental EIR,
3) Certify the Final Supplemental EIR,
4) Deny the appeal on the Community Plan,
5) Approve the resolution outlining special Implementation and Plan Revision
Measures developed through discussions with the Natomas Ccemunity
Association,
6)
Adopt the Community Plan,
7) Adopt the Ordinance establishing the Northgate Special Planning District,
and
8) Adopt the Ordinance rezoning various properties consistent with the
COmmunity Plan.

Respectfully submit

Michael M. Davis
Director of Planning and Development
RECOMMENDATION APPIKNED:
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Walter J. Sli

City Manager
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OFFICE OF THE
CITY C I ERIS

RESOLUTION N o. gg'--/t9/

Adopted by The Sacramento City Council on date of
RESOLUTION ADOPTING THE 1988 SOUTH NATOMAS COMMUNITY PLAN AND
AMENDING THE 1988 GENERAL PLAN AND
ADOPTING FINDINGS OF FACTS AND STATEMENT OF OVERRIDING CONSIDERATIONS
RELATING TO THE SOUTH NATOMAS COMMUNITY PLAN
WHEREAS, the City Planning Commission, at regularly noticed public hearings on
November 19, 1987: March 31, 1988; April 21, 1988; and May 5, 1988, considered
public testimony on the community Plan and EIR; and
WHEREAS, the City Council received the recommendation of the City Planning
Commission on the amendments to the 1988 General Plan and the 1988 South Natomas
Community Plan. and the EIR and held public hearings thereon; and
WHEREAS, the City Council, at duly noticed public hearings on :June 14, 1988; July
12, 1988; Ally 26, 1988; August 1, 1988; September 6, 1988; October 12, 1988;
November 1, 1988; and November 29, 1988, considered public testimony on the
Community Plan and the EIR and
WHEREAS, public testimony was taken at the public hearings on the South Natomas
Community Plan, the Northgate Boulevard Special Planning District, proposed
rezonings and the South Natomas Community Plan Final Supplemental Environmental
Impact Report;
WHEREAS, the City Council has heard and considered oral and documentary evidence
introduced at the public hearings and all evidence cited as "the record" in
Section 5 of the Findings of Fact attached to its resolution certifying the
Supplemental Environmental Impact Report and adopting findings relative to the
environmental effects and overriding considerations supporting the adoption of
the 1988 South Natomas Community Plan;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF SACRAMENTO THAT:
1.

The 1988 General Plan is hereby amended as shown on Exhibit 1 attached
hereto and incorporated herein; and
The City Council finds that the 1988 South Natomas Community Plan is
consistent with the General Plan, as amended; and

3.

The 1988 South Natomas Community Plan is hereby adopted: and

4.

The attached "Findings of Fact and Statement of Overriding Considerations on
the South Natomas Community Plan EIR" attached hereto and incorporated
herein by reference are adopted; and

5.

The City Clerk is hereby directed to obtain from the City Planning
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Department Environmental Coordinator, an affidavit documenting the proper
filing and posting with the County Clerk of the CountY of Sacramento, a
Notice of Determination prepared in accordance with the California
Environmental Quality Act.

MAYOR
ATTEST:

CITY CLERK
J8?-039

Page 2 of 3
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Section 4. CURRENT HISTORY OF THE PROJECT.
In February, 1987, the Superior Court of Sacramento County found
that the Environmental Impact Report prepared for the 1986 SNCP
was inadequate for failure to assess cumulative impacts. This
defect related in large part to the failure of the 1986 SNCP EIR
to consider the possible development that was specifically
contemplated pursuant to the North Natomas Community Plan then
pending. At the same time, the City was in the final process of
considering its general plan revisions.
The Community Plan represents the product of the
reconsideration required after preparation of a Supplemental EIR
in response to the Court's writ, all undertaken in light of the
planning work done for North Natomas and the Sacramento General
Plan Update. The first draft of the plan was prepared by the
Planning Department in October 1987. After several revisions, it
was submitted to the Planning Commission for public hearings.
After due consideration, the Planning Commission approved the
plan on May 5, 1988.
The Council received the Plan and has held public hearings
on June 14, July 12, July 26, August 1, September 6, November 1,
and November 29 to consider both the adequacy of the SEIR and the
merits of the Plan itself. Between the Planning Commission and
the Council, a total of more than 20 hours of public hearings
have been devoted to this subject.
On September 6, 1388, the Council adopted a Motion of Intent
to approve the land uses of the plan. The Motion required the
staff to prepare a final draft of the South Natomas Community
Plan in accordance with the directions stated in the Motion and
to present the revised Community Plan to the Council for
consideration on October 12, 1988. The Council also directed the
staff to prepare these Findings of Fact and Statement of
Overriding Considerations for consideration by the Council with
the final plan. On October 12, November 1 and November 29 the
Council approved modifications of the plan. These findings
reflect the plan as approved on November 29, 1988.
Section 5. The Record.
The Findings made below are based upon the following record:
(a) Documents consisting of components of the Final
SEIR or otherwise relied upon in it specifically including the
following:
(1) South Natomas Traffic Impact Analysis, 'Draft
Final Report dated January 5, 1988 ("Additional Traffic Study" or
Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact
(2)
Report, South Natomas Community Plan Update and related projects
3

gop
and development use; 332,800 square feet of commercial use;
598 multi-family dwelling units; and 90 single family
dwelling units;
El Camino Station: Located in the
(iii)
southeast quadrant of the Interstate 80 El Camino Avenue
interchange to include 127,900 square feet of commercial and
a 120 room motel;
Sacramento River Developments: Located
(iv)
along the Garden Highway between Interstate 80 and
Interstate 5 proposed for development into 8,000 square feet
of commercial use with 110 medium density dwelling units.
(D) Alternative 4: The Plan - Proposed 1988 SNCP plus
Expanded Cumulative Scenario: This alternative represents the
plan studied in the SEIR. It projects traffic generation from
the proposed 1988 SNCP together with traffic generation from the
"Expanded Cumulative Scenario" (ECS) developed by the city and
described in Section F of the Sacramento General Plan update.
the ECS is a "worst-Case" condition, assuming high levels of
growth in the metropolitan region. Alternative 4 hypothesizes a
roadway network as shown in the 1988 SNCP and the 1986 North
Natomas Community Plan.
Alternative 5:
Proposed 1988 SNCP and Cumulative
(E)
Baseline without North Natomas Community Buildout. This
alternative is the same as Alternative 2 with North Natomas
Community Plan Buildout extracted. The computer runs for this
alternative were done to provide the staff, the Commission and
the Council with a basis for assessing the impact of development
of North Natomas on South Natomas. By removing projected North
Natomas development from the cumulative growth as of 2010, the
ATS provides a case study for an enhanced understanding of the
cumulative effects of development in North and South Natomas.
Alternative 6: Proposed 1988 SNCP plus cumulative
(F)
Baseline assumin Trans p ortation SvelTL_YATIAMTATIIL_MitigAtion
with an Effectiveness of 20%. The land use and roadway network
utilized for this alternative are identical to those analyzed
under alternative 2 with the exception that traffic generation is
reduced by an assumed potential reduction in trips between
residences and places of employment through implementation of a
successful Transportation System Management program. For this
alternative, the TSM reduction was calculated as follows:
(i) A 20% reduction in peak hour trips was applied to
places of employment with 50 or more employees in the City of
Sacramento in compliance with the City's TSM ordinance. City
assumes that a 15% reduction is already included in the traffic
models on which the Cumulative Baseline is derived (no such
reduction being assumed in the ECS) and it targets an overall 35%
reduction attributable to places of employment with 50 or more
employees. Employment centers with 50 or more employees make up
Therefore, an
60% of the total work force within the City.
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Report analyzes this new information on flooding and identifies a
new significant environmental impact indicating that the entire
South Natomas area is now subject to a risk of flooding.
The Environmental Impact Report also identified the measures
which would be necessary to eliminate this flood riskstrengthening levees found to be unstable and raising the height
of levees which are not sufficiently high to restrain possible
floods and/or building additional levees.
Accordingly, pursuant to Section 21166 of the Public Resources
Code, the City Council utilizes the information contained in the
Sacramento General Plan Environmental Impact Report to analyze
the flooding issues for South Natomas. The final Supplemental
Environmental Impact Report also contains additional information
in response to comments in the Draft Supplemental Environmental
Impact Report.
CHANGES IN THE PROJECT
The Supplemental Environmental Impact Report identifies several
additional environmental impacts associated with the changes in
the number of housing units for various types of housing in
relationship to each other and in relationship to the number of
jobs within South Natomas. These impacts include the ratio
between single family housing and multi-family housing, the ratio
between jobs and housing, and the number of housing units
provided to serve employment centers in North Natomas and the
central City.
SECTION 9: ORGANIZATION OF FINDINGS

The following sections contain findings on each adverse
environmental impact identified through the Environmental Impact
Reports utilized for the South Natomas Community Plan.
The first section will deal with those environmental impacts
identified in the 1986 South Natomas Community Plan which have
not changed. The second section will analyze the environmental
impacts identified through the Sacramento General Plan update on
the additional issues mentioned above. The third section will be
based upon the new issues identified in the Supplemental
Environmental Impact Report and the revised traffic impacts
contained in the Supplemental Environmental Impact Report.
Within each section, each environmental impact will be listed
together with findings on the adoption of recommended mitigation
measures or findings on the infeasibility of a mitigation measure
if it has not been adopted. For some environmental impacts no
mitigation measure was identified.
The findings also state overriding social-economic or other
13

IMPACT: Increased demand for police officers.
FINDINGS OF SIGNIFICANCE
The Council finds the need for additional police officers to
serve the area to be a significant adverse environmental affect.
ADOPTED MITIGATION MEASURE
The Council finds that this measures will be mitigated to a less
than significant level by providing additional funding for police
personnel and equipment as development occurs and by buffering,
lighting and number of buildings.
IMPACT: Increased demand for additional 500 gallons of water a
minute for fire protection.
FINDINGS OF SIGNIFICANCE
The Council finds that the increased water flow represents a
significant adverse environmental impact.
ADOPTED MITIGATION MEASURE
The Council finds that through inclusion of safety measures in
final discretionary approvals for all developers this measure
will be mitigated to less than significance.
IMPACT: New students for Del Paso Heights, Natomas, and Grant
Union Districts would exceed capacity.
FINDINGS OF SIGNIFICANCE
The Council finds that the number of students generated by
development in South Natomas would exceed the current capacity of
the Del Paso School District, Natomas Union School District, and
Grant Union School District, thereby creating a significant
environmental impact.
OTHER AGENCIES _RESPONSIBLE FOR MITIGATION MEASURES
Pursuant to Subdivision (a) of Section 15091 of the CEQA
guidelines the Council finds that school districts and not the
City are responsible for mitigating these impacts. The Council
further finds that state school funding and developer fees should
enable the school districts to mitigate these impacts to a less
than significant level.
IMPACT: Parks.
FINDINGS OF SIGNIFICANCE
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In addition, the maximum density in several residential areas is
reduced from 14 units to 10 units per acre. This will provide
for development of fewer apartments. Together these measures
increase the percentage of single family ownership units within
South Natomas. As indicated on Exhibit 1, single family homes
will be more than 50% of residential development thereby reducing
this impact to a less than significant level.
IMPACT: Housing near Central City and North Natomas.
FINDINGS OF SIGNIFICANCE
The City Council finds that the changes to the Plan which reduce
the number of housing units provided in South Natomas have an
adverse effect on the availability on housing to the Central City
and close in housing to North Natomas development creating an
adverse environment.
ADOPTED PARTIAL MITIGATION MEASURES
The Council reduced the square footage of new non-residential
projects and allowing some of the vacant land created to be
utilized for residential purposes,
ADDITIONAL MITIGATION MEASURE PROPOSED
Increase the supply of housing planned in the Central City
including the R street corridor, second street to Alhambra Blvd.
FINDINGS OF INFEASIBILITY MITIGATION MEASURE
The City is currently conducting a study to determine the
feasibility of residential development along the R street
corridor. Until this study is completed the feasibility of
providing additional residential development in that area cannot
be determined.
SECTION 15- TRAFFIC IMPACTS
The traffic impacts of the South Natomas Community Plan are those

roadway segments and intersections which are found under the
Environmental Impact Report to be at SO percent of capacity or
greater during the peak hour under the cumulative impact
development worse case scenario.
Such conditions are considered to constitute a significant
adverse environmental impact.

Each of the intersections listed below and each of the roadway
segments listed below is identified as being subject to that
22
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level of service. What follows is an intersection by
intersection and roadway segment by roadway segment listing of
the impacted segment or intersection and the City Council's
findings with regard to the adoption of mitigation measures or a
determination that a mitigation measure is infeasible or a
finding that there are no mitigation measures which would reduce
the traffic congestion to an acceptable level.
SECTION 16 ROADWAY SEGMENTS
TRUXEL ROAD

from South Loop Road - 1-80.

Number of lanes proposed in community plan -- 6
Adopted Partial Mitigation Measure: Widen road to 8 lanes.
This is the maximum permitted design width in order to be
consistent with improvements in developed areas and in North
Natomas whereby no roadways in the City may exceed 8 lanes.
This measure does not reduce the traffic congestion to an
acceptable level. Accordingly this is an unavoidable
adverse impact upon the environment.
TRUXEL ROAD from

1-80 - Rosin Road.

Number of lanes proposed in community plan -- 6
Proposed Mitigation Measure- Widen to 8 lanes
Finding of Infeasibility of Mitigation Measure:
The City Council finds that this measure is infeasible since
it would require displacement of existing development.
TRUXEL ROAD

from Rosin Road - San Juan Road.

Number of lanes proposed in community plan -- 6
Proposed Mitigation Measure- Widen to 8 lanes
Finding of Infeasibility of Mitigation Measure:
The City Council finds that this measure is infeasible since
it would require the displacement of existing development.
NORTHGATE BOULEVARD

from 1-80 - Rosin Road.

Number of lanes proposed in community plan -- 6
Proposed Mitigation Measure- Widen to 8 lanes
23
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Number of lanes proposed in community plan -- 4
Proposed Mitigation Measure- Widen to 6 lanes
Finding of Infeasibility of Mitigation Measure:
The City Council finds that this measure is infeasible since
it would require the displacement of existing development.
SAN JUAN ROAD from Northgate Boulevard - Norwood Avenue.
Number of lanes proposed in community plan -- 2
Proposed Mitigation Measure- Widen to 6 lanes
Finding of Infeasibility of Mitigation Measure:
The City Council finds that this measure is infeasible since
It would require the displacement of existing development.
Adopted Partial Mitigation Measure: Widen to 4 lanes except
at bridge where it does not seem possible to widen beyond 2
lanes without incurring prohibitive costs.
GARDEN HIGHWAY from Gateway Oaks Drive - 1-5.
Number of lanes proposed in community plan -- 4
Proposed Mitigation Measure- Widen to 6 lanes
Finding of Infeasibility of Mitigation Measure:
The City Council finds that this measure would require
widening of the Garden Highway levee. This would involve
prohibitive costs.
GARDEN HIGHWAY from 1-5 - Creekside Oaks Drive.
Number of lanes proposed in community plan -- 4
Proposed Mitigation Measure- Widen to 6 lanes
Finding of Infeasibility of Mitigation Measure:
The City Council finds that this measure would require
widening of the Garden Highway levee. This would involve
prohibitive costs.
GARDEN HIGHWAY from Northgate Boulevard - Del Paso Boulevard
(future link).
Number of lanes proposed in community plan -- 4
27

implement due to existing adjacent
would have to be displaced.

development that

4.

Add two Northbound through lanes - not feasible to
implement due to existing adjacent development that
would have to be displaced.

5.

Add three Westbound through lanes - not feasible to
implement due to existing adjacent development that
would have to be displaced.

6. Add three Northbound through lanes - not feasible to
implement due to existing adjacent development that
would have to be displaced.
two Southbound through lanes - not feasible to
implement due to existing adjacent development that
would have to be displaced.
6. Add two Northbound through lanes - not feasible to
implement due to existing adjacent development that
would have to be displaced.
7. Add

9.

Add Southbound free right - not feasible to implement
due to existing adjacent development that would have to
be displaced.

10. Add one Northbound through lane - not feasible to
implement due to existing adjacent development that
would have to be displaced.
WEST EL CAMINO & NORTHGATE
MITIGATION MEASURES FOUND TO BE INFEASIBLE

2.

Convert Southbound right turn and through to exclusive
right turn lane.*
Add three Southbound through lanes.*

3.

Add three Westbound through lanes.*

4.
5.

Add one Northbound through lane.*

6.

Convert Eastbound right and through lane to exclusive
right turn lane.*

7.

Add three Eastbound through lanes.*

1.

Add one Northbound left turn lane.*
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Plan DEIR, Exhibit C-2).
In 1983, 55.8% of all households within the City fell within
the "very low income" or the "low income" categories while only
43% of the households within the unincorporated areas within the
county of sacrament° fell within those categories. (North
Natomas DEIR, pages C-59 to C-61).
Evidence in the Record suggests that the historical
diversion to other portions of the Sacramento region may have
significantly affected the ad valorem tax base available to the
City for the funding of the City services (See Comments on the
Final Environmental Impact Report - North Natomas Communit y Plan,
by Gregg Lukenbill.)
Implementation of the Plan will substantially increase
employment opportunity within the City. Increasing job
opportunities, particularly those in close proximity to
residential areas, represent a beneficial result of the plan.
Increased employment opportunities arising from the
implementation of the Plan will become an increasingly beneficial
impact of the Plan development with the passage of time.
Projections indicate that by the year 2005 a majority of jobs
will be filled by existing area residents rather than immigration
of job-seekers to the area. (North Natomas DEIR, page C-60).
Fiscal studies also show that the implementation of the Plan
will have a beneficial impact upon the City ad valorem tax base.
All studies project a new cash flow to the City Treasury from
urban development within the Plan Area. Fiscal Impact Review of
Gateway Center and Creekside Oaks and all 13 Applications Protect
Site December, 1984, by Ralph Anderson & Associates. The excess
tax revenue generated by the Plan will be available for use by
the City in funding those programs that the City may wish to
undertake that seek to revitalize existing neighborhoods.
A comprehensive development plan has many other, indirect
economic benefits. Development in South Natomas will support

attainment of other community planning goals that will have a
positive fiscal effects.
The City Council has considered and balanced all of these
economic considerations against unavoidable environmental risks
identified in the SEIR and EIR, and has concluded that the
economic benefits that the City will derive from the
implementation of the Plan outweigh those risks.
(b) IMPLEMENTATION OF GENERAL PLAN POLICIES
Approval of the Plan will facilitate implementation of the
following general plan policies and sound policy objectives
40

All of the proposed plans propose development of th5 sa
The additional traffic studies portion /of
acreage.
e
Supplemental Environmental Impact Report compares the 1978
an
with the proposed plan in alternatives 1 and 2. As a Ampar son
of vehicle trips and traffic congestion indicates there a 14
intersections with unacceptable levels of service under th 1978
Plan and 13 impacted intersections under the propop'. ed Co unity
Plan. The total number of vehicle trips under he 2 roposed
plans differs by less than 5%.
The no project alternative would result in no deve pment upon
more than 2,000 acres of vacant land within ant air dy urbanized
area. This area is located less than 5 mil
mil/O,
O, f m the central
business district of the City. Since/
areas under
consideration for urban development are
ve;1 miles further
away from the central city, not developing hi area would result
in development taking place in more r;emo e areas.
This is
contrary to the City's General Plan 0 of promoting infill
development. This alternative also pre' nts achievement of the
office and business development there
4 causing the same adverse
economic impacts that the two other a i ernatives result in.
CONCLUSIONS REGARDING ALTERNAT

The City Council finds that
of these alternatives are
infeasible because all of se alternatives prevent the
achievement of the economic anj fiscal benefits associated with
the office, business and comme ial development of the Plan. The
Council specifically finds th these economic and fiscal factors
render each of these alterna es infeasible.
Section 7. RELATIONSHIP OJ7IR TO TRAFFIC ALTERNATIVES

The 1985 South Natomas ommunity Plan is reconsidered by the
Council as a result of court order. The court found that the
1986 SNCP EIR was in quate for failure to assess cumulative
impacts. This defect lated in large part to the failure of the
1985 SNCP EIR to sider the possible development of North
Natomas when such development was specifically contemplated
pursuant to the No
[h Natomas community Plan then pending. The
court ordered th the 1986 SNCP EIR be redone to correct the
defect and that he community plan be reconsidered in the light
of that new ass sment.
Because J e 1986 SNCP EIR was found inadequate only in its
considerati of cumulative impacts, no other portion of the EIR
required oing or supplementing. Nevertheless, the City
undertoo to reconsider various traffic alternatives and
mitigati measures in light of the information derived from a
re-anal is of cumulative impact, taking into account not only
prospe 'Ave development in the North Natomas area but development
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Attachment 3
ORDINANCE NO.
ADOPTED EY THE SACRAMENTO CITY COUNCIL ON DATE OF

1 ING ZONING DISTRICaS IN THE SOUTH NATOMAS
COMMUNITY PLAN AREA ESTABLISHED BY COMPREHENSIVE
ZONING ORDINANCE, NO. 2550, FOURTH SERIES, AS
AMENDED AND DESCRIBED IN SECTION I (187-039)

BE IT ENACTED BY THE COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF SACRAMENTO:
SEcliON 1

The attached Exhibit A

describes South Natomas Community Plan Area properties and
their current zoning as established by Ordinance No. 2550, Fourth Series. The
exhibit further designates the zones for which the properties are to be placed
pursuant to this amendment.
SECTION 2
The City Clerk of the City of Sacramento is hereby directed to amend the naps
which are a part of said Ordinance No. 2550, Fourth Series, to conform to the

provisions of this Ordinance.
SECTION 3

Rezoning of the property described in attached exhibit(s) by the adoption of this
Ordinance shall be deemed to be in compliance with the procedures for the
rezoning of property described in Ordinance No. 2550, Fourth Series, as said
procedures have been affected by recent court decisions.
PASSED FOR PJBLICATION:
PASSED:
EFFECTIVE:

APPROVED
BYTHECMYCOUNCIL

MAYOR

NOV 29 Sto
ATTEST:
OFFICE OF THE
CITY 47: 1 ERK

CITY CLERK
7-O39
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NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the City Council of the City of
Sacramento as follows:
Section 1.
The adoption of this resolution is the result
of a good-faith effort by the City Council and Natomas Community
Association to resolve long-standing areas of disagreement between the City Council and the Association with regard to the
South Natomas Community Plan; however, this resolution including
Attachment 5(a) is not a binding contract and cannot be enforced
in any judicial proceeding; and
Section 2.
The document entitled "Plan Revision and
Implementation Measures" (Attachment 5(a)) for the South Natomas
Community Plan is hereby approved as an exercise of the City
Council's legitimate legislative discretion and represents the
City Council's intention at thetime of the adoption of this
resolution; and
The document (Attachment 5(a)) entitled "Plan
Section 3.
Revision and Implementation Measures" for the South Natomas
Community Plan is not a part of the South Natomas Community Plan
although it does contain some provisions which are also included
in the Plan; any failure by the City to abide by the implementation measures contained in Attachment 5(a), which are not part
of the Plan, shall not invalidate future actions taken pursuant
to the Plan or the Plan itself;
This resolution is approved as a guideline for
Section 4.
the administration of the Plan with the explicit understanding
that consideration and approval of community plans and modifications thereto are matters subject to the legislative discretion
of the City Council and that by adopting this resolution the City
Council is neither binding nor limiting the legislative discretion of current or future City Councils with regard to the South
Natomas Community Plan and guidelines thereto.

MAYOR
ATTEST:

CITY CLERK

Adopted: 11/29/88
90171H MICHAS CC14/40Nrry PLAN'
IMPIEMIMTION AND
PLAN REVISICN HEASLTRES
I. Residential Land Use
*

A. The draft South Natonas Community Plan would be revised as follows to
increase the proportion of single-family housing in south Natomas:
1.

*

Reduce the maximum average density to 10 dwelling units per net
acre for medium density land uses.

2. Require that at least 75% of the dwelling units defined in I.A.1
would consist of single-family housing types where

*

a. single-family housing types are defined as detached single
family, patio homes, zero lot lines, duplexes and halfplexes,
and
b. duplexes and halfplexes would be limited to 10% of the
allowable single-family units.

*

•

3.

Senior Housing is exempted from the provisions of I.A.1 and 1.A.2.
Senior Housing could develop at 14 units per net acre for medium
density land uses and would not be subject to the 75% singlefamily housing type.

4.

Projects less than 2 acres in size that are not included within a
RID are exempted from the provisions of I.A.2.

B. City would adopt specific guidelines for low density housing as
follows:
1.

50% of the dwelling units will be located on lots with a minimum
size of 6500 square feet (25% larger than the standard 5200 square
foot lots); and

2.

quality

exterior building materials, architectural variety, and
quality landscaping would be required as discussed in the
Population and Housing Element (Upscale Housing Section) in the
Draft Plan.

C. City would discourage plan amendments for increased residential
densities in South Natomas except for senior housing projects.

The * symbol denotes that this measure will be written into the Community Plan.
Measures not denoted with the asterisk are administrative measures and will be
reflected in various implementation actions.

AdgPtgdi_11/22LET

IV. Community Participation re: Plan Implementation
(These are administrative actions to be taken with regard to public noticing.)
A. Unless prohibited by State law, City would accommodate the following
into its processing of projects:
1. Develop with the assistance of NCA a current list of all homeowner
assoniations in the community plan area; and
2. Notify the Natomas Community Association and all South Natomas
homeowner associations in writing of the City's notification and
public hearing procedures; and
3. Include NCA on the list of organizations which are notified when
project applications (including design review projects) located in
South Natomas are submitted to the Planning Division for agency
review and when planning entitlements are scheduled for public
hearing; and
4. Include NCA on the list of organizations which are notified when
public facility capital improvement projects in South Natomas are
scheduled for public hearing; and
5. Include the closest Homeowners associations on the list of
organizations which are notified when project applications located
west of 1-5 are submitted to the Planning Division for formal
application review; and
6. Include the closest homeowners association on the list of
organizations which are notified when the following projects east
of 1-5 are submitted to the Planning Division for formal
application review:
(a) Fong Ranch;
(b) Capitol-80; and
(c) Sutter Business Park West.
7. Extend the City's existing design review process to multi-family
and non-residential projects within PUD zones in South Natomas;
and
B. Provide copies to the Natomas Community Association of the City's
design review board functions and responsibilities.
V. High sdhooliPatk Site
A. City would encourage the Grant Union High School District to engage in
a Joint Use Agreement with the Department of Parks and Community
Services to provide public access to recreation and open space features
of a high school campus during non-school hours.
3
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Table 1
SOUTH NATOMAS COMMUNITY PLAN
Project Name

SNCP
Desi g n

7 iAJOR PROJECTS
River Plaza
08
Metropolitan Center
OB
Sutter West
08
Natomas Corp, Center
08
Willow Creek SC
NC
Park EA Camino
HC
Capitol 80 (08)
OB
Capitol 80 (HC)
MC
FUTURE PROPOSALS
Cook Company (SCW)
HC
NC
Et Camino Station
El Camino Station
HC
Beard/Hoshaw
NC
Total of alt
Projects

VD

Total of Projects Subject to
Reduction Only

Application
SqFt
Acrea g e

RECOMMENDED REDUCTION
Percent
Acres
Sci Ft

35.0
32.0
60.0
0.0
12.0
9.0
27.0
5.0

374,000
440,000
660,000
60,000
108,000
136,000
297,000
45,000

10.0%
15.0%
0.0%
10.0%
15.0%
15.0%
0.0%
0.0%

37,400
66,000
0
6,000
16,200
20,400
0
0

3.5
4.8
0.0
0.0
1.8
1.4
0.0
0.0

6.6
11.0
6.3
5,4
209.3

59,400
109,900
56,900
53.600
2,3994800

5.0%
5.0%
5.0%
5.0%
6.7%

3,000
5,500
2,800
2,700
160,000

0.3
0.5
0.3
0.3
12.9

117.3

1,397,800

11.4%

160,000

12.9

Note: The considerations for reduction of non-residential square footage potential for
current and future land use proposals are:
15% on office projects with no park dedication
10% on office projects with minor park dedication
0% on office projects with major park dedication
15% on commercial projects with compatible alternative land uses
5% on commercial projects with no compatible alternative land uses.

PARKLAND DEDICATION
(Acres)
2.0
23.0
2.7

7.0

34.7

Draft -- 11/22/88
II. Non-Residential Land Use
•

•

A. The draft South Natomas Community Plan would be revised to reduce nonresidential square footage by-14-15% per attached Table 1.
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1.

Designate the remnant parcels to be compatible with contiguous
land uses.

2.

The highest priority for the land use designations of the remnant
parcels would be law and medium density residential uses. Other
acceptable uses would be parks, open space, or greater landscape
coverage.

3.

Sutter Business Center West and Capitol-80 would be exempt from
the--provisierts—ef--1-1-gt a reduction if 23 acres and 7 acres,
respectively, are dedicated and improved for park sites.

4.

River Plaza and Natomas Corporate Center would be subject to a 10%
reduction if 2 acres are dedicated and 2.7 acres are dedicated and
maintained, respectively, for park sites

5.

Northgate Special Planning District properties would be exempt
from the provisions of II.A.

B. City would discourage Plan amendments for Office/Business Park until
60% of the allowable square footage is built. Office Parks and
Business Parks are defined in the Land Use Element of the Draft Plan.
The allowable square footage is defined in Table 2 of the Draft Plan.

III. Air Quality Measures
A. City would consider the enactment of a revised Developer TSM Ordinance
and an Employer TSM Ordinance, conforming with Exhibit K of the North
Natamas Settlement Agreement. The Council would consider and render
its decision(s) regarding such ordinances in accordance with the North
Natomas Settlement Agreement.
*

B. City would encourage site design for office/business parks to integrate
pedestrian, bikeway, and transit access; and

*

C. City would revise the Community Plan to include an Air Quality Element
which shall address monitoring (including discussion of a monitoring
station in South Natomas), publication of data, and definition of air
quality standard index levels.

2

Draft -- 11/22/88
VI. Facilities Benefit Assessment District
A. City would:

1.

Withhold granting of future discretionary land use entitlements
beyond zoning until the FBA or other financing mechanism is in
place unless applicants agree to participate in FBA or other
equitable fundincjulechanism to finance needed community facilities
at time of discretionary land use entitlements; and

2.

Hold hearings on FBA program to set projects, costs, fees and
priorities, and to hold at let one community meeting in South
Natamas; and

3.

Notify Natanas Community Association when FBA Ordinance and FBA
public facility capital improvement projects in South Natomas are
scheduled for public hearings; and

4.

Include an air quality monitoring station (Carbon Monoxide and P1410) in South Natomas to be funded from the FBA at a time no later
than 1994.

5.

Change the term "Community Amenities" to "Community Facility
Improvements".

67 Vatert the- Sektth 4at,:man--f93Pr--/ta5--iceen- a4eptee17--the- fttnelii--fer
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6.

The City_ has developed a proposal to finance certain community
facility improvements (i.e., fire station, library, and communitV
center) with proceeds from the FBA. The July. 1988 FBA proposal
as submitted to the -joint Transportation & Community Development
and Budget & Finance Committees assumed: 11 100% FBA funding for a
fire station, 2) 24% FBA funding for a library, and 3) 24% funding
for a community center. This same level of funding for community
facilities will be considered by the City Council when public
hearings on the FBA are held.

VII. Park Financing
A. City would accept dedication and/or improvement of park sites in
conjunction with major project applications:
1. a 23 acre park site in conjunction with the Sutter West
JD/ Project application; and

Table 1
SOUTH *ATOMS COMMUNITY PLAN
Project Name

SNCP
Design

7 MAJOR PROJECTS
River Plaza
08
Metropolitan Center
08
Sutter West 4
08
Natomas CorA. Center
08
Willow Creek SC
NC
Park El Camino
RC
08
Capitol 80 (08)
HC
Capitol 80 (HC)
FUTURE PROPOSALS
Cook Company (SCW)
HC
El Camino Station
NC
El Camino Station
HC
NC
BearciploshaW
Total of alt
Projects
Total of Projects Subject to
Reduction Only

Application
SciFt
Acreage

RECOMMENDED REDUCTION
Acres
Percent
Su Ft

35.0
32.0
60.0
0.0
12.0
9.0
27.0
5.0

374,000
440,000
660,000
60,000
108,000
136,000
297,000
45,000

10.0%
15.0%
0.0%
10.0%
15.0%
15.0%
0.0%
0.0%

37,400
66,000
0
6,000
16,200
20,400
0
0

3.5
4.8
0.0
0.0
1.8
1.4
0.0
0.0

6.6
11.0
6.3
5.4
209.3

59,400
109,900
56,900
53,600
2,399,800

5.0%
5.0%
5.0%
5.0%
6.7X

3,000
5,500
2,800
2.700
160,000

0.3
0.5
0.3
0.3
12.9

117.3

1,397,800

11.4%

160,000

12-9

Note: The considerations for reduction of non-residential square footage potential for
current and future land use proposals are:
15% on office projects with no park dedication
10% on office projects with minor park dedication
0% on office projects with major park dedication
15% on commercial projects with compatible alternative land uses
5% on commercial projects with no compatible alternative land uses.

PARKLAND DEDICATION
(Acres)
2.0
23.0
2.7

7.0

34.7

Attachment I

L!l.

maximum Accepteble interior and Uteri/or Noise Levels for
Mew Deweitusment without Mitigation

Melee Source

Land Ume

Applicable Area
Seterier
interior

5tats
Requireeents3

Noise element Requirement§
L dn n; 45 1162

Traffic Or

single-fee/1y

None

rlsed source
lIndustrial.
Plants. etc I

Single - family

None

Multi-femilvi

Ldn < 45 de

Meiti-faellv

None

Schools

None

Schools

None

Libraries

None

Llbrariel

None

craft

L dn

L

15 dB

1 60 de in common outdoor liar "row

Noisiest hourly

f

Lvi

40 dB during scAnot day

L dn

60 dB

Notate/lit hour L eg t 45 dB
None
L dn c 43 dl and maximum instantaneous
levels of < 50 dBA in bedrooms and
< 55 dBA In other habitable rooss2

None

SIngie-famIlY

Single-family

- L dn < 60 de is Oackyarda

CNEL < 65 dB (State Aeronautics Noise Standard"l
requirement does not apply

CNEL < 60 dB for Metro Airport

Cbet. t 63 de for all others

to Mather and McClellan APBs

Multi-family

Muiti-famIlY

L dn -< 43 dft and saximus initantaneouc
levels of < 50 dBA in bedrooms and
< 55 dBA In other habitable roe&

L dn t 45 dB

< 65 dl 1Stet. Aeronautics Noise Stan/la/tell

< 50 di for Metro Airport
CMISL t 65 dl for ell others

requirement doem not apply
to Nether and McClellan APB's
None

Schools
Scheele

Rail trerflc

Noisiest hourly

63 dB !State Aeronautics' Moime Standardal
requireeent does not apply
to Mather and McClellan APB's

.

Leg 0

40 deA during school day

MIL t 150 dB for Metro Airport
CNIIL t 65 dl for all others

moisseet hour L eg 1 43 dB

Librariem

None

Librarlet

None

None

Single-fealty

None

Ldn < 43 dB and maximum initanteneous
levels of < SO dB in bedroom' and
< 55 dBA in other habitable rooms2

Single-familY

Nome

L dn < 60 dl

Multi-familY

L dn <
- 45 OR unlems there
are lase than 4 trains
per day between 7:00 a.a.
and 10:00 p m. and there
are no tralne between
10:00 p.a. and 7:00 a.m.

.1 45 dl
woxlaun inetantaneoua
levels of < 50 de in 0e-drools" and
< 53 dia.,/ In other habitable rooss2

Ldn

L In -< 60 dB

Multi-feellY

None

Schools,

None

Noisiest hourly L el < 40 de during school day

Schools

None

Maximum lnitantaneous levels t 65 OA

Libraries

None

Libraries

None

Noisiest hour L ei < 45 dB
None

Multi-family includes notels moteis apartment houses and dwellings other than detached single-C/1111y dwellings IS
defined by Title 24, Pert 2. ThIlfornia adeinistrative Code.
The requirement for interior :Ise exposure Is triggered when the exterior L dn exceed. ett dn.
Projects for which U.S. DenaTtment of NUO financing As requested are subject to NUD noise requirements. The noise
element requirements listed in this table are at Feast as. stringent as the MUD requirements.

Source: City of Sacramento General Plan
Sec. 8-28
*ta
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Attachment 8
DEP A.RTMENT OF
PUBLIC WORKS

CITY OF SACRAMENTO
CALIFORNIA

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR

CITY HALL
ROOM 207
915 1 STREET
SACRAMENTO. CA
95814-26-N
910-419-5283

November 23, 1988

Mike Davis. Director
City of Sacramento
Planning and Development Department
1231 I Street, Suite 302
Sacramento, CA 95814
Dear Mike:.
RE: Natomas West Circulation T Process For Determining Specific Alignments For Roads A
and 8 In the Natomas West Area
The purpose of this letter is to. outline to the City Council how staff wishes to
proceed with the design of Roads A and B in the Natomas West area. In order for new
- development to take Place in the Natomas West area, an assessment must be established
to provide infrastructure to the area. The design of this assessment project is now
under way and is at a point where environmental documents need to be prepared. Staff
proposes to include the study of Roads A and B in the Natomas West Assessment District
and the upcoming Assessment District EIR.
Staff proposes to prepare three alternative alignments for Road B. At least one
alignment would be a minimum of 100' north of the Swallows Nest's north property
boundary. Each alignment will be addressed in the EIR to determine the environmental
impacts. The EIR will.also include a circulation study to determine whether the
alignment should be four lane or two lane. The environmental document will address .
other potential impacts such as noise, and their mitigation measures.

The public will have the opportunity

to review the Draft EIR, and at least one public

hearing will be conducted in the community to discuss the circulation element. Based
on the environmental document and public input, staff will recommend one alignment to

the Council for adoption. It

form of a public hearing.

is

assumed that this presentation will also be in

the

‘. Li .1: ft If F. fi r;r0:31
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APPROVED
$Y THE CITY COIACIL

PROPOSED ADDITION TO FLOOD PROVISIONS:
OF SOUTH NATOMAS COMMUNITY PLAN

NOV 2 9 19bo
OFFICE OF TM E
CITY CI ERK

Although recent federal legislation ensures the City has
discretionary authority to approve new development in this area,
even though ongoing U. S. Army Corps of Engineers studies indicate the absence of 100-year flood protection in the area, there
exist uncertainties associated with such development regarding
the applicable flood insurance rates that will be charged and the
nature of flooding and other risks. These uncertainties necessitate that the owners and other principals of such development
execute and record in the County Recorder's Office, in favor of
the City of Sacramento in a form satisfactory to the City
Attorney, hold harmless, waivers, exculpation and assumption of
risk clauses for all new development which is not built at an
elevation consistent with an elevation that is one foot above the
flood data currently being prepared by the Corps of Engineers.
The owners and other principals of such development shall have
and assume the obligation to acquire information reasonably
available to the public relevant to the development which is sufficient to inform subsequent purchasers of the existing level of
flood protection and the applicable flood elevations in the
possession of the Corps, whether or not such information has been
adopted as part of an official FEMA flood map or the City's flood
plain management ordinance, and to pass on such information to
subsequent purchasers and tenants of the development. The City
shall provide to owners any requested public information it
possesses relating thereto. These obligations shall apply to
future projects and developments in the South Natomas Community

SOUTH NATOMAS
DISTRIBUTION LIST

000003

Council Members
Sacramento City Council
915 I Street, Room 205
Sacramento, California 95814

Sacramento County Department
of Airports
6900 Airport Boulevard
Sacramento, CA 95837
ATTN: Larry Kozub

Susan Ziegler. Director
Sacramento County Planning
Department
827 7th Street. Room 230
Sacramento, California 95814

Walter J. Slipe
City Manager
City of Sacramento
915 I Street, Room 109
Sacramento, California 95814

Commission Members
Sacramento City Planning
Commission
1231 I Street, Room 200
Sacramento, California 95814

Sacramento County Highways and
Bridges
827 7th Street, Room 201
Sacramento, California 95814
ATTN: Randy Foust

Mel Johnson, Director
Public Works Department
915 I Street, Room 207
Sacramento, California 95814

David Martinez
Assistant City Manager
915 I Street, Room 109
Sacramento, California 95814

Sacramento County APCD
9323 Tech Center Drive, #800
Sacramento, California 95827
ATTN: Gary Glissmeyer

Jim Bloodgood
Supervising Engineer ,
City Engineering Division
915 I Street
Sacramento, California 95814

Mike Davis
Director of Planning and
Development
1231 I Street, Room 302
Sacramento, California 95814

Office of Planning and
Research
1400 10th Street, Room 121
Sacramento. California 95814
ATTN: Keith Lee

Bill Edgar, Executive Director Dee Lewis
SHRA
Supervising Civil Engineer
630 I Street
City Public Works Dept.
Sacramento, California 95814 915 I Street, Room 207
Sacramento, California 95814

CA Department of Transportatior
P.O. Box 942873
Sacramento, California 95273
ATTN: Sandy Hesnard

Ted Kobey
Assistant City Attorney
812 10th Street. Room 201
Sacramento, California 95814

Robert Thomas, Director
City Parks & Comm. Serv. Dept.
1231 I Street, Room 400
Sacramento, California 95814

CA DWR Reclamation Board
1416 9th Street,
P.O. Box 388
Sacramento, California 95802
ATTN: General Manager

Jim Barclay
Community Resources Section
City Police Department
813 6th Street
Sacramento, California 95814

James P. Jackson
City Attorney
812 10th Street, Room 201
Sacramento, California 95814

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
650 Capitol Mall
Sacramento, CA 95814-4794
ATTN: Walter Yep

Christine Olsen
Public Information Officer
915 I Street, Room 109
Sacramento, California 95814

Ray Charles, Fire Chief
City Fire Department
1231 I Street, Room 401
Sacramento, California 95814

Reclamation District 1000
1633 Garden Highway
Sacramento, California 95833
ATTN: Jim Clifton

Sacramento County Planning
Department
827 7th Street. Room 101
Sacramento, California 95814
ATTN: Al Freitas

Richard Killian, Director
City Public Library System
1010 8th Street
Sacramento, California 95814

Regional Transit
P.O. Box 2110
Sacramento, California 95810
ATTN: Pilka Robinson
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1630 West Mead Court
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Michael D. Anderson
Longs Drug Stores
141 North Civic Drive
Walnut Creek, CA 94596

Burt Clemons
Northern California Properties
126 Danville Way
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Roger Fong
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Dennis Castrillo
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Therese Williams
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Exhibit

Comparison of Potential Development Under 1978, 1984, and 1988 Commanity Plans

1.41ND usE aumoRi

PROPOSED

PROPOSED

1988 SNCP

1984 SNCP

1978 SNCT

8,985
3,441
2,248
4,214
18,888

10,220
2,863
2,393
5,145
20,621

11,102
3,898
3,314
3,718
22,032

4,831,800

4,179,800

3,162,800

862,100
592,200
390,800
1,845,100

161,100
517,300
395,300
1,073,700

693,300
387,800
283,200
1,364,300

932,000

1,013,000

932,000

0

10.3

16.6

16.6

409

360

ADOET013

Residential
Low Density
Medium Density
Medium High Density
High Density
ITYTAL DWELLING UNITS
Office Park (square feet)
Commercial
Neighborhood Commercial (SqFt)
Community Commercial (SqFt)
Highway Commercial (SqFt)
Tam SQUARE FEET
Business Park (square feet)
Mixed Use (acres)
Hospital (acres)
Parks/Schools/Lihrary/Fire (acres)

318

Notes:
(1) Calculations for the 1978 and 1984 plans represent buildout of remaining
vacant parcels based on previous designations except where a development
agreeerent is in effect.
(2) Medium density residential includes 43 Riverfront dwellings.
(3) Neighborhood commercial includes riverfront commercial, and Northgate SPD.
(4) Community commercial includes support commercial.
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Exhibit C-5. Summary Table (cont.)
Summary of Environmental Impacts and Mitigation Measures for the Draft 1984 SNCP and Alternatives

IMPACT CATEGORY

1978 StICO
ALTERNATIVE

13 APPLICATIONS
ALTLRNATIVE

DRAFT 1904 SUCP

LEVEL OF IMPACT

MITIGATION MEASURES
NECESSARY TO REDUCE
DRAFT 1901 SNCP
IMPACT BELOW LEVEL
OF SIGNIFICANCE

Public Facilities
and-Lervices
Water

Peak water use
9.09 mgd

Peak water use
9.838 mgd

Peak water use 9,681
mgd; can be serviced
by existing system

Less than significant Require water conservation measures

Sewer

Peak sewage flows of

Peak sewage flows of
7.606 mgd; possible
hazardous wastes

Peak sewage flow of
7,605 mgd can be
accommodated by cur-

Less than significant

7.005 mgd

Annexation to District
required

rent and planned
facilities of Sanitation District No. 1
Solid Waste

Police

Waste generation of
329,240 lbs/day

Increased demand for:

35,8 officers
14.8 civilians

Flue

Increased demand for
additional water
flows

Waste generation of
388,041 hs/day possible hazardous
wastes

Increased demand for:
26.6 officers
11.0 civilians

Increased demand for
additional water
flows

offic- paper

Waste generation of
309,637 the/day can
be accommodated by
current and planned
landfills

Less than significant Recycle

Increased demand for:
42.3 officers

Significant

Provide additional
funding for personnel
i ''
and equipment; buffer- C.,1
fug, lighting, and
numbering of buildings

Significant

Include fire s, .y
measures In a'l devei-

C.7.)

17.4 civilians
(based on residential
units)
-Increased demand for
lditional 500 gpm

Jater flow

Stonitary MIAs -.Continued
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350 direct jobs
569 secondary jobs
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435 direct jcbs
708 secondary jobs

0

23 direct jc)s
37 secondary jobs
0

2,606 direct jobs
4,236 secondary

.

615 ballplex patiolitmes, 1-L4ihcAise
2115 multi-family
900 units

0

897 townlictise
and oultifamily units

0

160 multi,fimuily
units

527 direct jc.b4
056 secondary y.bs
4,013 direct. jobs
. 6,522 secondary jobs

0

.

496 sincile-family
26 situ-Ile-family
attached
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0
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vim
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360 additional
direct jobs
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15373E0

171,000

0

30,000

34,600

0

9,200

28,000

311,500

404,600-558,600

IIIII

0

106,000

155,940

0

0

100,000

111,600

0

1,277 direct jcbs
2,074 secondary johs

113 &Ant/le-family
units

0

50,000

36,000

0
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direct jobs
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0
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0

Policy 5:
Design parks to enhance and preserve the
natural site characteristics.

0

Cultural Resources
IMPACT: DISRUPTION TO PREHISTORIC AND HISTORIC .RESOURCES

C)

The City Council finds that
Finding of Significance:
prehistoric and historic resources would be adversely impacted
through ground disturbance and other development activities,
resulting in a significant adverse environMental impact. The
primary prehistoric impact areas have been identified as:
o Along the Sacramento and American .Rivers,
o North Natomas,
o Portions of North Sacramento lying north of 1-80 along
drainage courses and the American River'floodplain,

0

o Southwest portion of South Natomas, and
p Florin Road vicinity.
The primary historic impact areas are the:

0

o Central City,
o 0.5-mile buffer along the Sacramento River in the Pocket
area and Airport MeadoWview, and
o 0.5-mile buffer along Folsom Boulevard

0

in East Broadway.

(DEIR, 'page V-4)
Proposed Mitigation: The DEIR identifies the following
measures to mitigate this impact to less than significant:

CD

C)

o Require consultation with the North Central Information
Center to identify known cultural resources and potential cultural resources that could be found on land
proposed for/development (DEIR, page V-7);
o Require an archeological field survey if the development
area is sensitive (DEIR, page V-8);
o Implement specific preservation measures recommended by
the survey archeologist (DEIR, page v-8);

0
Goal E:
Create a multi-modal transportation
center in the Central City. A
multi-modal transportation center
would provide access to all forms
of transportation at a place convenient for travelers into the downtown area.
Transit

0

Goal A:
Promote a well designed and heavily
patronized light rail and transit
system.
Policy 1:
Provide transit service in newly
developing areas at locations which
will support its highest usage.
Action a:
Request that the transit providers
identify the location of light rail
and bus route extensions and new
stations in areas experiencing new
development.
Action b:
Work with transit providers to
determine the proper location of
routes and stations, and consider,
if necessary, modifications of
existing land use policy.
Action c:
Encourage Regional Transit to
develop guidelines or ordinances
for implementation by the City,
which will allow developer exactions for bus facilities and
improvements.
Policy 2:
Consider requiring, developers of
employment centers needing mitiga-

0

81

000039
Action b:
Amend the City's Transportation
Systems Management Ordinance to
include this requirement.
Bikeways

Goal A:
Develop bicycling as a major transportation and recreational mode.
Policy 1:
Develop bikeways in a coordinated
manner with the County and other
agencies, to facilitate commuting
to and from major trip generators.
Policy 2:
Require major employment centers
(50 or more total employees) to
install showers, lockers, and
secure parking areas for bicyclists
as part of any entitlement.
Policy 3:
Maintain public bikeways in a
manner that promotes their use, by
developing a continuous repair and
maintenance program.
Action a:
Publish and regularly distribute to
potential users a community bikeway
map which designate classes of
bikeways and their locations.
Action b:
Make extensive efforts secure funds
available for the construction of
bicycle routes and related facilities.
Action c:
Upgrade existing bikeways to conform to the minimum planning and
84
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Policy 2:
0

Require major employment centers
(50 or more total employees) to
install showers, lockers, and
secure parking areas for bicyclists
as part of any entitlement.

C)

Policy 3:
Maintain public bikeways in a
manner that promotes their use, by
developing a continuous repair and
maintenance program.
Action a:
Publish and regularly distribute to
potential users a community bikeway
map which designate classes of
bikeways and their locations.
Action b:
Make extensive efforts secure funds
available for the construction of
bicycle routes and related facilities.

0

Action c:
Upgrade existing bikeways to conform to the minimum planning and
design criteria for bikeways established pursuant to sections 23722376 of the Streets and Highways
Code.
Policy 4:

C)

with appropriate agencies to
update as needed the 1976-77 Bikeway Master Plan.

Work

Policy 5:

0

the County of Sacramento's
"Rails to Trails" bikeway program.

Support

D.
0

The following goals and policies in the SGPU Circulation
Element (Pedestrianways section) implement this measure:

93
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0

Pedestrianways
Goal A:
Increase the use of the pedestrian
mode as a mode of choice for all
areas of the City.

0

0

Policy I:
and
new
Require
subdivisions
planned unit developments to have
safe pedestrian walkways
that
provide direct links between
streets and major destinations such
as bus stops, schools, parks, and
shopping centers.
Policy 2:
Encourage new commercial and office
establishments, in suburban areas,
to front directly on the sidewalk
with parking in the rear.

0

Policy 3:
Encourage existing and new commercial and office establishments to
develop and enhance pedestrian
pathways using planting, trees and
creating pedestrian crosswalks
through parking areas or over major
barriers such as freeways or
canals.
Policy 4:
Encourage mixed use development to
generate greater pedestrian activity.
Policy 5:

0

CD

Require developments to provide
street separated pedestrian access
to shopping centers, business
activity centers and transit stations and facilities.
Action a:
Identify incentives for developer
participation in street separated
pedestrianway improvements.

Policy

1:

Require an acoustical report for any project
which , would be exposed to noise levels in
excess of those shown as normally acceptable
in Figure 1.
Policy 2:
Require mitigation measures to reduce noise
exposure to the "Normally Acceptable Levels"
(Figure 1) except where such measures are
not feasible.
Action a:
Prepare a manual to assist project applicants in complying with the Noise Element
and to identify those areas and circumstances under which additional noise mitigation is not feasible.
Policy 3:
Land uses proposed where the exterior noise
level would be below the "normally acceptable" limit may be approved without any
requirement for interior or exterior mitigation measures.
IMPACT: INCREASED EXPOSURE TO RAILROAD NOISE BY EXTERIOR RECEPTORS IN AREAS PROPOSED FOR DEVELOPMENT
The City Council finds that
additional residences would be exposed to exterior noise levels
in excess of that considered normally acceptable, resulting in a
significant adverse environmental impact (DEIR, page AA-55).
Finding of Significance:

0

The DEIR identifies the
Proposed Partial Mitigation:
following measure to partially reduce this impact, but not to
less than significant:

0

o Reduce noise levels to the normally acceptable levels
identified in the . SGPU Noise Element through proper site
planning and architectural layout, noise barriers, and
construction modification (DEIR, page AA-57).
The City Council adopts this mitigation measure. The following goals, policies, and actions in the
SGPU Health and Safety Element (Noise section) implement this
measure:
Adopted Mitigation:

101
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LIST OF PERSONS COMMENTING ON DRAFT SEIR

0

Natomas Community Association
Sacramento Municipal Utility District (SMUD)

C)

United States Army Corps of Engineers
Fong Ranch (by Downey Brand Seymour & Rohwer)
Sierra Club - Sacramento Valley Group
Grant Joint Union High School District

80.

State of California - Department of Transportation
Beard & Hoshaw (by Holliman, Hackard & Taylor)
Centennial Community Developers Inc. (by Holliman, Hackard &
Taylor)
Sacramento Old City Association (SOCA)
The Sammis Company

C)

Environmental Council of Sacramento (ECOS)
Sacramento Regional Transit (RT)
Metro Center, Sutter Business Park, Natomas Corporate Center
and Riverview Oaks (by Hefner, Stark and Marais)

0

0

Any changes in the provision of public services and facilities
are noted in the SEIR.
The cumulative analysi g does not focus solely on transportation.
The analysis of cumulative impacts of development of North
Natomas upon South Natomas are fully covered in the combination
of the SGPU/EIR and the SNCP/EIR. Without a comment making a
specific reference to a particular environmental impact in
pointing out what may be lacking in the analysis, it is
impossible to give a more precise response to this comment.
GENERAL COMMENT 10
Project applications are inadequately described to allow the
reader to determine the impacts of the project applications or
the cumulative impacts.
RESPONSE TO COMMENT 10

The cumulative impacts of the approval of the project
applications is equivalent to the impact of the SNCP as proposed.
In other words, the SNCP does reflect the cumulative total of
development of all of the individual applications.
More detailed information about individual applications is
contained in the original SNCP.
Project alternatives available to the City Council would include
the ability to approve some of the individual projects, but not
all of them.
GENERAL COMMENT 11

Alleged lack of individual environmental analysis for the
Diepenbrock and the Souza applications.
RESPONSE
The SNCP assumes MDR designation of the 30 acre Diepenbrock
property (Central Place), yielding 315 dwelling units. The SNCP
assumes MDR designation of the 32 acre Souza property (north of
W. El Camino and west of the Natomas Main Canal), yielding 336
dwelling units. Alternative 3 of the traffic analysis used the
Diepenbrock application for 540 multi-family dwelling units.
GENERAL COMMENT 12

The inability of the City to assign land uses to 120 acre farm
land and prepare appropriate environmental analysis continues to
distort the South Natomas planning picture.
4

0000C
RESPONSE

0

The expanded cumulative analysis in the SEIR, include a worst
case analysis that does provide for development of the Fong Ranch
as proposed.
However, no application is before the City at this time and no
specific land uses are proposed for approval. Accordingly, it
would be an inappropriate description of the project and analysis
other than the cumulative analysis to include the Fong Ranch. In
other words, its development is reflected in cumulative analysis,
but not in the specific analysis of the project as proposed.
The existing analysis for other alternatives reflects approved
residential land uses for the property.
GENERAL COMMENT 1 - (ECOS)

0

The Plan appears to assume that approval of the 1986 Plan
amendments is a fait accompli. The City should re-think this
approach and seriously plan for South Natomas.
RESPONSE

0

CD

Contrary to the appearance of the SEIR, all of the options
available to the City at the time it approved the 1986 Community
Plan are now before it. As the material included in this FEIR
indicates the City has before it the alternatives of the 1984
proposed Plan, the 1978 Plan and no project as well as the
propoSed 88 Plan and an infinite number of variations between the
levels of development allowed by the various alternatives.
The SEIR is not intended to stand alone but is to be utilized in
conjunction with the original SNCP EIR and the SGPU EIR.
GENERAL COMMENT 2 - (ECOS)

C)

The Supplemental Environmental Impact Report takes an
unjustifiably narrow view of the requirement for the evaluation
of cumulative impacts, focusing exclusively on traffic. There
are many other cumulative impacts of North and South Natomas
development, including impacts on land use, housing, flooding and
drainage, air quality, and compatibility with airport noise
levels.
RESPONSE

All of these cumulative impacts have been dealt with either in
the SEIR or in the SGPU EIR. The SGPU EIR contains information
for South Natomas on flooding and drainage, air quality, and
compatibility with airport noise levels. Land use and housing

000074
RESPONSE
The original SNCP EIR and the SGPU EIR contain a detailed
analysis of air pollution and related health risks associated
with traffic congestion projected for South Natomas. See
Appendix I.
COMMENT ON AIR QUALITY PAGE 3-D
Which neighborhoods in South Natomas will be most impacted by
hazardous air quality?
RESPONSE
Locations close to intersections with high levels of traffic and
high amounts of commercial development will generally experience
worse air quality impacts in terms of localized impacts of carbon
monoxide. See Response to Comment on Air Quality A.
CO)''
MEN ON AIR QUALITY PAGE 3 (ECOS) E
Specific analysis of air quality impacts including Carbon
Monoxide levels in South Natomas should be provided. This impact
should not be dismissed as speculative. Air pollution levels can
be modeled based on traffic levels. If analysis is delayed any
further these impacts will not be too speculative to evaluate.
It will be simply too late to do anything about them.
RESPONSE
See Response to Comment on Air Quality-A
COMMENT ON AIR QUALITY PAGE 3 - (ECOS and SIERRA CLUB) - F
Include in the South Natomas Plan all of the provisions contained
in the General Plan air quality mitigation measures in the North
Natomas Settlement. There is no rationale for treating South
Natomas differently than all other areas of the City especially
given the severe transportation and air quality impacts of the
South Natomas proposals. These measures include the TSM
Ordinance the Housing Trust Fund the inf ill policy to target
housing funds and the air quality element for the General Plan.
RESPONSE
The new TSM Ordinance outline as proposed to be contained in the
General Plan, the Housing Trust Fund outline as proposed to be

contained in the General Plan, and the inf ill policy to target
housing funds are all possible mitigation measures to reduce
traffic and air quality impacts. These are hereby added as
possible mitigation measures.
12
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COMMENT ON CHANGE IN MIX BETWEEN SINGLE FAMILY AND MULTI-FAMILY
HOUSING
The text claims that "this change in housing mix does not cause a
specific impact in any quantitative terms". However, such a
change should result in changes in household size, household
demographics, household income, employment characteristics and
location, trips per unit, and so on. This in turn would change
trip patterns and possibly mode shares. Such changes could be
significant and should be discussed in detail.
RESPONSE
The change, as stated, is a refinement of the data, meaning that
the number of units of a particular type that had been assumed in
the previous analysis is inaccurate; more accurate information is
now provided. The transportation analysis is based upon the new
numbers of dwelling units of each type.
COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL PROJECTS PAGES 9-10
does not adequately describe the impacts of each of the
proposed projects listed on pages 9 and 10. What were the land
uses designated in the 1984 Community Plan? What , additional
specific impacts will be added by rezoning these projects?
The SEIR

RESPONSE
The project specific impacts for individual projects are
discussed in the EIR for the 11 individual projects prepared as
part of the 1986 Community Plan EIR. The land uses designated in
the 1984 Community Plan are shown in the land use map for that
plan, as part of this FEIR.
COMMENT ON JOBS/HOUSING RATIO PAGE II-A
of changing the number of residents? How is
the regional jobs/housing ratio affected by a projected 33%
decrease in the number of residents in South Natomas? How does
this change affect the jobs/housing ratio in South Natomas?

What is the impact

RESPONSE
Ratios for all of these changes are analyzed in the Draft SEIR
and were incorporated in the SGPU EIR expanded cumulative
scenario.

15
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1.

Adverse effect on availability of housing for employees
within the central City.

2.

Adverse effect of decrease in housing available for
employees within projected North Natomas development.

These environmental impacts could be reduced by designating more
land for residential use and less land for non-residential use as
proposed in the 1984 Plan or in the 1978 Plan.
COMMENT ON COMMERCIAL AREAS PAGE 11
How does this change affect the ratio between commercial shopping
areas and residents.

0

RESPONSE
The reduced number of residents would result in lower demand for
those retail commercial services that cater to the local
residents.
COMMENT ON HOUSING TYPE PAGE 11
The SEIR fails to adequately examine the change in ratio between
single family and multi-family housing.
RESPONSE
This is addressed on Page 11 of the SEIR. As the mix of dwelling
units becomes relatively more dense (multi-family), it can be
expected that persons per household will decrease. Also, traffic
generation per dwelling unit will be lower for multi-family units
than for single family units. The traffic models reflect these
changes.
COMMENT ON EMPLOYMENT PAGE 11(a)
The SEIR fails to address in a quantifiable form the entire
subject of employment. What is the projected number of' employees
in South Natomas, both with and without the 9 proposed projects.
RESPONSE
The number of employees projected for the 1988 SNCP is 33,700.
. Plan is 28,500.
The number of employees projected for the 1984
The number of employees for the 1978 Plan (the Plan without the 9
projects) is 23,751.
COMMENT ON EMPLOYMENT PAGE 11(b)
How many employees are expected to live within or commute to
South Natomas for work with and without the 9 proposed projects.
17
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given that the market densities approached the upper end of the
allowable range. The Expanded Cumulative Scenario for South
Natomas represents Alternative 3 of the Traffic Impact Analysis
(including 4 projects): The 1978/1985 SNCP (updated 1978 SNCP),
the 1984 SNCP, and the 1988 SNCP all reflect a refined
calculation of the vacant acreage, resulting in figures higher
than the General Plan alternatives.
COMMENT ON LAND

USE SUMMARY (PAGE 15, TABLE 1 - HSM)

Our preliminary review of this table suggests that the proposed
1988 SNCP has a greater amount of land use than that identified
for South Natomas in the City's General Plan Update (GPU) and
EIR. Please discuss the differences in land uses analyzed in the
GPU EIR and the reasons for these differences.
RESPONSE

The proposed 1988 SNCP shows more intensity than was assumed in
the SGPU EIR. The General Plan land use figures were calculated
on the basis of "market densities" for each density category. In
South Natomas, these densities were slightly lower than the
"maximum average densities" for residential land use categories
for the SNCP EIR. Additionally, the acreage calculations for the
Community Plan were more refined than the acreage calculations
used int he General Plan.
COMMENT ON:

POPULATION, HOUSING AND EMPLOYMENT PAGE 15

This section appears to be missing for the SEIR. What is the
projected population of South Natomas? What would the population
of South Natomas be if the 9 projects identified on pages 9 and
10 do not receive rezoning.
RESPONSE

Population totals for the SNCP are provided on page 9 of the
SNCP.
If the 9 projects were to be approved, then the population would
be 4,726 less than if the 1978 SNCP land uses were developed for
the 9 project sites. (see Exhibit 1)
COMMENT ON HOUSING AND

EMPLOYMENT PAGE 15(a)

What are the effects of the 20% increase in high density units.
RESPONSE
The 20% increase in high density units does not in and of itself
have any specific adverse environmental effects.
21

EXHIBIT

00

1

EMployment ConSecpences of 9 Applications
South Natamas COmmunity Plan FEIR

a

Project Name
Park El Camino

Highway Commercial

137,500

458

River Plaza

Office/Office Park

374,000

1,870

Metro Centre

Office/Office Park

440,000

2,200

Natamas Corp. Center Office/Office Park
Natamas Corp. Center NV1E

60,000
65,000

300
236

Sq Ft

land Use

EMployees

Sutter West

Office/Office Park

660,000

3,300

Capitol 80
Capitol 80

Office/Office Park
Highway Commercial

297,000
189,000

1,485
630

Willow Creek

Neighborhood Commercial

108,000

360

COmmunity Hospital

Office/Office Park

55,000

275

Cook Property

No Change from 1978 Plan

0

0

0

11,114
Note: The community hospital square footage reflects only the
medical office portion of the site.
Population Consequences of 9 Applications
0

Proi eat Name
Park El Camino

Resbiential
Lard Use

Low Density Resid

Dwelling
Units Popuiatign

(47)

(137)

Low Density Resid
Medium Density Resid.

(89)
(153)

(259)
(383)

Metro Centre

Medium Density Resid.

(378)

(945)

Natamas Corp. Center

No Change

0

0

Sutter West

Low

Density Resid

(436)

(1,264)

capitol 80

Low Density Resid

(289)

(837)

wil

Crw..k.
Willow Creek

Low Density Resid
Medium Density Resid.

(352)
180

(1,020)
450

Community Hospital

High Density Resid.

(208)

(332)

Cook Property

No Change

River Plaza
River Plaza

•

•

0

0

(1,771) (4,726)

21(a)
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RESPONSE

0

The change in square footage reflects development agreements that
provided for greater land use intensities.
COMMENT ON ACREAGE PAGE 16(b)

0

Explain on a project by project basis how the acreage figures in
Table 2 were developed.
RESPONSE

0

See Response to Comment on Project Description Page 5 which shows
total vacant acres.
Inclusion of data for every parcel is
excessive detail for an EIR.
Data is available at the City
Planning Department.
COMMENT ON NORTHGATE PAGE 16(b)

Explain how the Northgate SPD acreage is included in Table 2.
C)

RESPONSE
The Northgate SPD is shown as mixed use, for a total of 43 acres.
COMMENT ON LIMITING SQUARE FOOTAGE OF NON-RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT

0

PAGE 17

The discussion of the mitigation measure of limiting the square
footage of non-residential development is inadequate to assess
the impacts of such an alternative.
C)

RESPONSE

This is not viewed as an alternative, but as a mitigation
measure. There is no more precise analysis of it because the
range of limitations are virtually infinite. However, it is
included with this brief discussion simply to indicate that
C) limiting non-residential development which could be accomplished
by reducing the square footage of individual projects or by
eliminating some non-residential projects to allow for
residential projects.

0

0

Such a mitigation measure would also have the effect of reducing
traffic generated by projects if the mitigation was simply a
reduction in the square footage of non-residential uses.
If the mitigation measure consists of substituting residential
use for non-residential use, the traffic impact would depend upon
the relative density and intensity of the uses and would not
necessarily reduce traffic.
23

RESPONSE
Fire stations are located throughout the community. Accordingly,
fire trucks are located in reasonable proximity to all areas.
Experience in other areas which already have severe traffic
congestion indicate that congestion does not have a significant
effect on fire service.
COMMENT ON PARES PAGE 17-A (FONG RANCH)
A park site is designated at Truxel and San Juan which is not
included in the Parks Master Plan, and which is not analyzed in
the original EIR or the SEIR to determine what type of park is
needed in this area.
We believe the park site is inappropriately designated and a new
environmental impact analysis will have to be provided when the
park master plan is amended to include this site or it is
otherwise proposed for development.
The SNCP projects a population of 44,000 for South Natomas. The
required acreage at 5 acres per 1000 people is approximately 219
acres. The SEIR shows park acreage as 282. Previous EIRs showed
a deficiency in meeting the standard for park acreage. Why has
this changed? Why is there no discussion of the reasons for the
change? Are certain park sites expendable?
There is no information in the SNCP EIR or the SEIR to
substantiate the designation of this park site. There is no
discussion of why the office park proposed by the Fong Ranch
owners is not suitable to carry on the gateway environment that
has been approved for the 1-5 corridor.
(Additional Comments included in the letter from this law firm
appear to be comments on the Plan rather than the SEIR.)
RESPONSE
Comments noted.
The decrease in population is due to inaccuracies in previous
statistics. Accordingly the required park acreage is now less.
There are no proposed changes in the park acreage to be provided.
Reductions in park acreage and office development of the Fong
Ranch are not proposed as part of this plan. Non-residential
acreage of the Fong Ranch is reflected in the SEIR cumulative
impact analysis. (Alternative 3 of the Traffic Studies)
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While it is true that the peak hour is by definition and time of
heaviest traffic, focusing on the peak hour rather than peak
periods substantially understates the impacts of traffic in
circumstances where transportation facilities are heavily loaded.
In such circumstances, it is usual for the peak to last for
several hours, morning and evening. Reporting only peak hour
traffic understates the impact of traffic on business and
residents and can lead to misleading conclusions.
The claim that commute traffic contributes most significantly to
peak hour demand may be correct or not, especially on an
intersection basis. Retail activity is in many areas a
substantial contributor to pm peak traffic overall and in the
vicinity of shopping centers and retail areas can be the major
source of peak period trips. The text provides an inadequate
discussion of how retail and other non-work trips were dealt
within the analysis.
RESPONSE
While the traffic discussion refers to "peak hour" impact, it is
essentially describing peak hour demand. This is evident by a
review of the projected peak hour v/c ratios. The implication of
v/c ratios in excess of 1.2 is that peak hour conditions will
spread beyond a one hour period. Therefore, the impacts are not
underestimated.
Standard assumptions of peak hour retail .trip generation were
used in the traffic model. Non-work trips are also included in
the peak hour forecasts, based upon estimates of their percentage
of total peak hour trips.
COMMENT ON PAGES 20 AND 21-B
The text states that the model was tested by calibration, but
then states that this means only that volumes projected for
existing land uses and roadways were compared to actual counts.
There is no discussion of model validation or calibration for
trip distribution (patterns of origin-destination pairs) or mode
shares. These are normally considered to be critical steps in
the validation of a UTPS-type model system.
There should be a discussion of how well the model performed with
regard to trip distribution and mode shares; volume calibrations
alone are not sufficient to assure model validity. In addition,
the types of adjustments that were necessary to make the model
match existing volumes could be useful indicators of the kinds of
estimation errors it could produce.
Were volumes over-estimated or under-estimated? Was there a
pattern of over (under) assignment of trips to certain kinds of
facilities?
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RESPONSE
The comment is incorrect. While the South and North Natomas
internal-external component is not quantified in the SEIR, it was
in the North Natomas EIR. In that document, it was shown that
the percent of trips external to the Natomas area diminished as
buildout conditions were approached. Since the same model was
used for both studies, that conclusion is valid in regard to the
SEIR findings.
COMMENT ON PAGE 35 AND 36

How recent are the traffic counts, and how many locations were
counted? Are ADT the only traffic data available, or are there
hourly counts? Hourly counts would permit better analysis of

peaking.
The duration of peak conditions should be discussed
either in the tables or in the text.
RESPONSE

Traffic counts were conducted during the summer of 1987. Hourly
count data is available for review at the City Public Works
Department. The duration of peak conditions is reflective of the
vic ratios presented for future conditions. Under existing
conditions, peak hour conditions are limited to one hour or less.
COMMENT ON PAGE 38

Is the City prepared to assure delivery of all the future adopted
roadway improvements? How will these improvements be funded.
RESPONSE

The Plan proposed for adoption assumes construction of all
roadways. If, at any time in the future, one of these proposed
roadways is deleted from the list of future City roadways, the
Community Plan would have to be amended.
This plan reflects analysis by the Public Works Department of
funds expected to be available at time of scheduled construction.
It reflects local, state, federal and private funding sources.
COMMENT ON PAGE 39
Are these trips per day
regional averages or are
the City to reflect
alternative modes, etc.?
trip rates?

total trips or auto trips? Are they
the trip rates desegregated by area of
differences in the availability of
What data are available on peak period
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RESPONSE

0

The volumes shown are correct. The construction of new
facilities and improvement to existing ones can shift traffic
flow patterns such that volumes on individual streets may be
reduced under future conditions.
COMMENT ON PAGE 43

0

Unless the proposed lanes can definitely be implemented, an
analysis of LOS with existing geometries should be shown.
RESPONSE

O

0

0

0

The City Traffic Engineer believes that the proposed lanes can be
implemented. The traffic analysis and the Community Plan assume
that they will be implemented. If, at any point in time, it
becomes apparent that one or more of the proposed traffic lanes
cannot be implemented, the Community Plan would have to be
amended at that time.
COMMENT ON PAGE 43 AND 44
V/C ratios substantially over 1 (e.g., greater than 1.1 or.
perhaps 1.2) are not observed except in very unusual
circumstances. When severe capacity problems exist, travelers
respond by changing their time of travel, changing their mode of
travel, and/or changing their destination of travel. For a
worst-case analysis, the assumption is often made that mode
shifts and destination shifts do not occur but that the peaks
spread out. Thus, rather than facing one hour of LOS F at an
extremely congested intersection, travelers and the community may
be facing several hours of LOS E/F. By treating the problem as a
peak-hour phenomenon only, the traffic impacts are substantially
understated.
One likely result of severe traffic congestion at intersections
is an increase in the use of local residential streets as
bypasses around congestion.
The streets that permit such
movements should be identified and the consequences of such
typical motorists behavior should be discussed.
Another likely result is severe and potentially life-threatening
disruption of police, fire and ambulance services. This critical
impact deserves discussion.
RESPONSE
See Response to Comment on Page 20.

0

It is acknowledged that this "bypassing" may occur. To preclude
this activity, new local streets can be designed to discourage or
37
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RESPONSE
See Response to Comment on Air Quality Page 3-A.
COMMENT ON TRAFFIC MITIGATION MEASURES-A
Probably the most effective way to reduce congestion would be to
change the land use plan's mix of uses and their allowable
intensities. Why was this obvious mitigation measure not
evaluated.
RESPONSE
This measure is before the
1984 Plan and the 1978
mitigation measure in the
EIR and is mentioned in the

City through the alternatives of the
Plan. It is also mentioned as a
housing and land use sections of the
original SNCP-EIR.

COMMENT ON TRAFFIC MITIGATION MEASURES (ECOS) B
The SEIR should include land use changes as a mitigation measure
to reduce traffic and air quality impacts. Specifically, the
SEIR should recommend that the amount of commercial and office
square footage be substantially reduced to lower the level of
auto traffic.
RESPONSE
See Response to Traffic Mitigation Measures A.
It is not apparent that changing land uses from commercial and
office to residential use would reduce auto traffic. However,
reducing the intensity and density of both residential and nonresidential uses would be a partial mitigation for traffic
impacts. Accordingly, that mitigation measure is hereby added as
follows:
Reduction in the intensity and density of any or all land uses
could mitigate adverse impacts of traffic congestion and the
intended impacts on air quality and noise.
COMMENT ON TRAFFIC MITIGATION C
One mitigation measure not discussed but widely utilized is to
phase development approval to the availability of adequate public
facilities including streets and roads. Models then can be used
to identify levels of development that are consistent with the
assumed infrastructure recognizing that development probably
cannot proceed until new infrastructure is put in place.
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COMMENT ON ANALYSIS 3

0

0

The capacity constrained traffic assignment procedure probably
requires mare than 3 iterations to produce results that are
consistent with length capacities. According to consultants 50%
of the zone to zone flow was assigned in the first iteration
based on free flow speeds, 30% in the second iteration and 20% in
the third. However, 10 iterations with 10% assigned to each
iteration would be desirable. Iterations should be feasible and
ought to produce more reasonable length flows.
RESPONSE

0

0

0

0

Comment noted. It is acknowledged that multiple iterations may
result in more refined assignments. As noted in the comment,
these iterations can be time consuming and costly. The projected
traffic volumes indicate that the difference in the number of
iterations would have an insignificant effect on the results of
the study.
GENERAL COMMENT ON MODEL FRAMEWORK
In order to achieve significant improvement in Sacramento's land
use and transportation forecasting and analysis capabilities it
would likely be necessary to conduct a home interview survey.
With the exception of a small sample collected by Caltrans in the
mid-1970's there has not been a survey in Sacramento for 2
decades. Sacramento has changed markedly in this period yet old
data still forms the basis of trip generation and other crucial
parameters. It would be reasonable for the City and County to
invest in a new survey and then in a modern set of transportation
models.
RESPONSE
SACOG is currently undertaking a regional transportation model
update. Included in this update is an origin and destination
survey.
COMMENT ON MODEL 1
There is no feedback loop to capture the effect of congestion on
land development, yet it is well understood that severe
congestion both exerts downward pressure on commercial rents and
housing prices and increases the pressure for growth control.

r'N

RESPONSE
Comment noted. The economic and political implications of
congestion on growth patterns is a reality, but at this time
cannot be technically incorporated into model applications.
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how effective any of these facilities and services might be.
Alternative 6, however, shows what the traffic would be if some
combination of TSM and other measures could have the effect of
reducing peak hour home to work trips by 20%.

0

GENERAL COMMENT 6
Many mitigation measures are not adequate to bring the impacts
created to a less significant level. Further, many are either
Infeasible or unacceptable options. The City should prioritize
their mitigation options to alleviate traffic congestion.
RESPONSE
None of the additional mitigation measures listed in the SEIR
represent projects to which the City has already allocated funds.
A determination of the feasibility of each mitigation measure for
each significant adverse effect will be made as part of the
City's decision in approving the Community Plan.

CD

Accordingly, this information would not be contained in the EIR,
but would be contained in the findings for approving the plan.

0

GENERAL COMMENT

7

Numerous' figures in both the SEIR and traffic impact analysis
exceed 1.0 (100% of capacity). Translate these numbers into the
number of hours per day that each intersection will be beyond
capacity.
RESPONSE
In general terms, v/c ratios greater than 1-0 translate into
proportionate lengths of peak hour congestion, i.e., vic = 1.5
results in one and one-half hour congestion, v/c = 2.0 equals two
hours congestion.
GENERAL COMMENT 8
As roadways reach capacity at key intersections how-will driving
patterns change? Will neighborhood streets become alternative
routes? If so, how will the City alleviate speeding, noise and
increased traffic volume on neighborhood streets.
RESPONSE
See Response to Comment on Page 43-44 of the Draft SEIR.
•

GENERAL COMMENT 9
The assumption or implementation policy on widening West El
Camino Avenue to 6 lanes west of Reiner (1984 SNCPN) has been
50
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purposes of the SNCP Update, staff has tentatively proposed that
the 6.37 acres be designated medium density residential.
The evaluation of the El Camino Station proposal contained int he
Traffic Study indicates no new potentially significant
environmental impacts not already addressed in the Supplemental
EIR. The primary impact indicated is limited to the additional
vehicle trips attributable to 6.37 acres of Highway Commercial
uses. TJKM, the traffic engineering firm retained by Centennial,
C) has also concluded that the potential increase in vehicle trips
resulting from the project as proposed will be less than
significant when viewed from both a site specific and community
perspective
RESPONSE
Comment noted.
COMMENT ON ATS PAGE 2

C)

Why is TSM so ineffective in South . Natomas when the assumed
Citywide improvement is 12%.
RESPONSE

At the time of the analysis, the City's TSM ordinance was being
updated. The interpretation of the ordinance, at the time, was
that only home-work trips would be affected by TSM during the
peak hour. Since many other trips occur during the peak hour,
the net reduction was minimal. Subsequent revisions and
interpretations of the ordinance may change the method by which
TSM effectiveness is analyzed.

0

COMMENT ON PAGE 3-A

Truxel is 4 lanes in South Natomas, but 8 lanes in North Natomas.
How do the studies account for the halving of the road size.
RESPONSE

Truxel is identified as being 6 lanes from 1-80 to San Juan. It
reduces to 4 lanes south of San Juan to match existing
improvements.
COMMENT ON ATS PAGE 3-B

Northgate is not an all weather road between Garden Highway and
State Route 160. Was this fact accounted for in the traffic
studies?
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COMMENT ON ATS TABLES 8 AND 14 (HSM)
A number of intersections are predicted to have significantly
worse levels of service than the street segments which feed them.
For example, West El Camino/Gateway Oaks is projected to operate
at F while the streets which feed it operate at A, B and C.
Similar situations are apparent at the other intersections along
West El Camino and Garden Highway from Orchard to Northgate.
Please explain the reason for this at each location commenting on
possible inconsistencies between assumed mid-block and
intersection geometrics, and the percentage of daily traffic
predicted to be present in the peak hour.
RESPONSE
Segment ADT LOS is based on total volume on a roadway and is not
sensitive to peak hour directional flows which may be
significantly worse (LOS) than can be estimated based upon ADT.
In addition, intersection LOS is based on conflicts of critical
movements, not total roadway capacity leading into intersection.
COMMENT ON ATS PAGES 77-82 (HSM)
Comparison of these pages and Table 8 suggests that the combined
effects of the Garden Bypass and the TSM mitigation plan would
fully mitigate most of the intersection impacts. For example,
intersections along West El Camino from Gateway Oaks through
Azevedo will be mitigated through the combined measures. Please
comment on these and other cases where this may be true.
RESPONSE
To qualifiably justify the statement would require rerunning the
traffic model incorporating both mitigation measures.
COMMENT ON ATS PAGES 77-85 (HSM)
What would the cumulative effects of the suggested mitigation
measures be?
Please comment on the combined effects of the
following mitigation measures: Intersection and roadway
improvements, roadway extensions including truxel Road and Garden
Bypass, TSM and other measures to reduce traffic peaking, TSM and
transit to increase vehicle occupancies, accepting LOS D on
surface streets for brief periods during peak hours.
RESPONSE

C.)

See Response to comment on (SEIR) Traffic Mitigation
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KATHRYN BU R.KETT DICKSON
295 FELL STREET, SUITE A
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94102
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l4l5) 864-1725

KATHRYN BURKETT DICKSON
10EL R. SINGER
IEFFREY A. ROSS

December 14, 1987
Hand Delivery

0

James P. Jackson, Esq.
Theodore H. Kobey, Esq.
Office of the City Attorney
812 Tenth St., Suite 201
Sacramento, CA 95814
Re: Supplemental EIR for the South Natomas Community Plan

0
Dear Messrs. Jackson and Kobey:

0

0

`, )

Last Friday, December 11, 1987, you informed Heather Fargo
that you could not grant the Natomas Community Association's
(NCA) request that the City extend the deadline for filing
comments on the Supplemental South Natomas EIR, In responding to
Ms. Fargo, you indicated that the law does not permit such an
extension. I am writing to ask that you reconsider your decision
based on the discussion of the CEQA Guidelines and the other
reasons presented below.
Under the CEQA Guidelines, "[a] supplement to an EIR shall
be given the same kind of notice and public review as is given to
a draft EIR under Section 15087." CEQA Guidelines Section
15163(c). Section 15087 provides that "review periods should be
not less than 30 days nor longer than 90 days . . . except in
unusual situations." CEQA Guidelines Section 15087(c) (emphasis
added); see also, CEQA Guidelines Section 105(a). The current
review period for the Supplemental South Natomas EIR is 45 days.
This is the minimum period permitted by law because several state
agencies are responsible agencies on this project. CEQA
Guidelines 15087(c).
As you can see from the preceding discussion, the City is
free to extend the comment period for up to 45 more days before
the 90 day limit is reached. Such an extension. is warranted
here. NCA has numerous questions about the traffic analysis
contained in the Supplemental EIR, but has had difficulty gaining
access to the information needed to assess the Supplemental EIR's
traffic studies. Moreover, additional South Natomas traffic
information which is not contained in the Supplemental EIR is
scheduled for release in the near future. NCA should be granted
additional time so that its comments may respond to this

000L; (J
Sacramento City Attorney
December 14, 1987
page two
additional information. For these reasons, I urge you to grant
NCA's request for additional time to submit comments.
Yours truly,
Joel R. Singer
cc: Cliff Carstens
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TELECOPIER
(916) 44I-4021

Marty Van Duyn, Director
City of Sacramento
Department of Planning and Development
1231 I Street
Sacramento, California 95814
Re: Comments on Draft EIR for South Natomas
Dear Mr. Van Duyn:
As the attorneys representing the land use interests of
the owners of the Fong Ranch, we submit the following comments on
their behalf, relative to the Supplemental Environmental Impact
Report ("SEIR") for South Natomas. As we prepared these comment 's at
the end of December, while many people were on vacation, we
apologize in advance for any errors in understanding the Plan, the
SEIR or the process.
After careful review, we feel that there is a deficiency
in the original Draft Environmental Impact Report ("DEIR") and this
SEIR with regard to the methodology and corresponding analysis for
park siting in the South Natomas area. Further, we fail to see any
evidence of a logical sequence of analysis of the proposed use of
the Fong Ranch from the original 1978 Plan to the current proposed
Plan. Our comments are presented in detail below.
Park Analysis. There is no discussion in the original
DEIR or SEIR of the integration of the planning process between the
City Planning Department and the Department of Parks and Community
Services ("Parks Department"). In 1984, the Parks Department
adopted a Master Plan for Park Facilities and Recreational Services
("Park Master Plan"). The Park Master Plan is summarized in the
DEIR and a map of existing and proposed sites is included.
The Draft 1984 South Natomas Community plan ("SNCP")
appears to move beyond the 1984 Park Master Plan approved by the
Parks Department. Without reference to the Park Master Plan, the
DEIR states that there are conflicting viewpoints among park
planners regarding the location of parks. (DEIR, Page H-34). The
Planning Department, and not the Parks Department, has apparently
chosen one view over the other, on the basis of a "need to create a
prominent identity for the South Natomas community". In the

Clif Carstens
Page 2
December 29, 1987

The U.S. EnvirOnmental Protection Agency has published policy and the
City Council has endorsed policies which would require increased effOrts
to control traffic and single occupant vehicle trips to improve air
quality. Yet this SEIR not only doesn't recognize these policies, but
also argues, with little evidence, that transportation system management
(ISM) can't work. U.S. EPA policy requires full mitigation of post 1987
emissions. The SEIR should fully analyze the options for meeting this
requirement and make recommendations for how to achieve that goal. It
should also look specifically at what would be necessary for TSM to work
In South Natomas. To be livable, South Natomas must have more transit

and it should be planned now--not later after the General Plan has been
adopted. Exclusive dedicatcd rights of oay will be needed. The SEIR
should include these as mitigation measures and fully evaluate
alternative rights of way.
Office space in South Natomas has been planned far in excess of demand
and to the detriment of downtown development, creating embalanced land
uses with severe environmental consequences. SEIR mitigation measures
should also include reductions in nonresidential land uses. Why is the
City unwilling to say "No" to developers when so much is at stake for
environmental protection?
This SEIR, the Air Quality Plan Update, and the General Plan Update
are all being prepared in isolation. We are very discouraged that the
City Management has not seized the opportunity to prepare these plans in
concert and strive to protect the environmental quality that Sacramentans
have long known and treasured.
Thank you for this opportunity to comment.
Sincerely,

Vicki Lee

•

cc: Joe Brecher
Kathy Dickson
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ATTORNEYS
WILLIAM G. HOLLIHAM. JR.
MICHAEL A. HACKARG
JOHN H TAYLOR
ROBERT B. FITE
GEORGE E PHILLIPS
B. OEMAR HOOPER
JOHN P. YEAGER
JOEL M. KOROTKIN

1545 RIVER PARK DRIVE, SUITE 550

SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA 95815

(SIR) 929•5545

December 11, 1987

0
Mr. Marty Van Duyn
C)

Director, Planning Division
Planning Division City of Sacramento
1231 "I" Street, Suite 300
Sacramento, CA 95814-5571

C)

Mr. Clif Carstens
Planning Division
City of Sacramento
1231 "I" Street, Suite 300
Sacramento, CA 95814-5571

C)

Ms. Diana Parker
Planning Division
City of Sacramento
1231 "I" Street, Suite 300
Sacramento, CA 95814-5571
Re: Comments Submitted on Behalf of Beard & Hoshaw
Concerning the Draft South Natomas Community Plan EIR
Dear Marty, Clif and Diana:
Our office represents Beard & Hoshaw, the owners of a 5.4
acre parcel located at the northwest corner of Truxel Avenue and
West El Camino Avenue in the Community of South Natomas. (See
attached Exhibit A, "Location Map") That property is currently
designated for Medium Density Residential development (maximum
average density of 14 units per acre) under both the existing
community plan and the 1987 Draft South Natomas Community Plan.
The purpose of this letter is to indicate to you our intent to
request that the Planning Commission and City Council change that
designation to Neighborhood Commercial as part of the plan update
process. It is ultimately Beard & Hoshaw's desire to construct a
commercial center on the site consisting of such uses as a
quality restaurant, a service station, a bank, specialty retail
shops and a medical office building. Designation of the property
as Neighborhood Commercial would be the first step in allowing
such a development project to proceed. That step would sub-
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February 8, 1988
HAND DELIVERED
Toke Masuda
Department of Planning and Development
City of Sacramento
1231 1 Street, Suite 300
Sacramento, California 95814
Re: Comments to South Natomas Community Plan Update Supplemental EIR
Dear Mr. Masuda:
The following comments to the Supplemental Environmental Impact Report
prepared for the South Natomas Community Plan Update and Related Projects
("Supplemental EIR") are hereinafter submitted on behalf of Centennial Community
Developers, inc. ("Centennial"). In offering these comments, Centennial does so
as the developer of the El Camino Station project proposal. The El Camino
Station site is located at the southwest corner of the intersection of Interstate
80 and West El Camino Avenue.
As proposed, El Camino Station consists of 10.99 acres Neighborhood
Commercial and is designated as such in the South Natomas Community Plan
("SNCP") and 6.37 acres Highway Commercial. As noted in the Supplemental E.IR,
under the previously adopted SNCP, this 6.37 acres had no land use designation.
However, for purposes of the SNCP Update, staff has tentatively proposed that
the 6.37 acres be designated medium density residential.
I. Incorporation By Reference
Pursuant to 14 Cal. Admin. Code § 15150, an EIR may incorporate by
reference any document which is a matter of public record or is made available
to the public. Where such a document is so incorporated, it shall be considered
to be set forth in full as part of the EIR.
Centennial suggests that the South Natomas Traffic Impact Analysis Draft
Final Report, prepared by Omni-Means ("Traffic Study") be incorporated by
reference into the Supplemental EIR. Such incorporation by reference is
necessary in that the Traffic Study sets forth 8 planning alternatives and the
potential traffic impacts that result therefrom. One of the alternatives,
Alternative 3, includes the potential traffic impacts resulting from 4 separate
proposed development projects, one of which is El Camino Station.
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Mr. Clif Carstens
December 15, 1987
Page 3

II. DRAFT SOUTH NATOMAS COMMUNITY PLAN (The Plan)

CD

C)

CD

Page 6
Under "Implementing Policies" Paragraph L states:
L. Notify potential homeowners and residents of South
Natomas of the overflights by aircraft serving Sacramento
Metropolitan Airport via an aviation-noise easement
granted to Sacramento County as a condition of approval of
PUDs, tentative maps or special permits to develop
residential units in South Natomas.
COMMENT: We object. Given the distance from
Sacramento Metropolitan Airport, such noise easements
should not be required. A balance must be maintained
between the need to protect the airport and the public need
for housing not affected by airport noise. This condition
precludes South Natomas residents from ever having the
right to protest certain airport flight paths or otherwise
object to airport noise.
Furthermore, this condition
falls disproportionately upon undeveloped residential
lands: similarly situated, already developed land will not
be required to grant a noise easement to the County. The
Condition should be removed.
Page 17

0

r-,

0

C)

Under "Authorized by Development Agreement" it is
stated that, "The Plan envisions motels or small hotels
without convention facilities, located in the highway
commercial areas as appropriate for South Natomas."
COMMENT: Appropriate use of commercial property for
small hotels which are designed to service the area's
business office communities are a wise use of designated
land. Such use should not be limited to highway
commercial. We suggest that The Plan state: "The Plan
envisions motels or small hotels suited to serve the
business requirements of the South Natomas Area, located on
Commercially-zoned lands."

Page 17
Paragraph E states: "Designate an alignment for a
Light Rail line through the community. Based on the 1986
SACOG Light Rail Alignment Study, the preferred light rail
alignment through the community travels along the west side
of 1-5, from a crossing at the American River to its entry
into North Natomas, on the north side of the I-80
corridor."

Mr. Clif Carstens
December 15, 1987
Page 4

COMMENT: Quite the contrary, the 1986 SACOG Light Rail
Alignment Study found that the preferred alignment was
alternative 1-D, the WAPA Power Line alignment. The Study
found that, "...From virtually every point of view, this is
the most desirable alignment." (Sacramento Light Rail
Transit Extension Study, May 1, 1986, Sacramento Area
Council of Governments, p. 36)
The SACOG Study which The Plan references found that an
alignment to the West of Interstate 5, "...has a number of
physical problems that lead to its high cost..(including)
two crossings of that freeway...significant grade...and
relocation of the AMTRAK loading tracks...a new bridge over
Discovery Park immediately west of 1-5, and the need to
negotiate with Southern Pacific for right-of-way in the
vicinity of the depot." (Ibid., page 31, 35)
We object to The Plan's language indicating that the
alignment to the west of 1-5 is the "preferred" route. The
language should be amended to accurately reflect the 1986
SACOG Study conclusion that the alignment east of 1-5 is
the preferred one.
Further, we object to any alignment on the west side of
Interstate 5 between the Garden Highway and West El Camino
Boulevard which would pass through or adjoining the Gateway
Centre Business Park. The Landscape Buffer as well as the
integrity of the Business Park itself would be sacrificed
with any such alignment. As previously stated, the
Interstate 5 Landscape Corridor, established in 1982,
creates an impressive northerly entrance to our City. The
Landscape Corridor was paid for and is maintained by
contributions from the developers of the South Natomas
business parks, and is a major financial commitment. It
materially enhances both the entrance to the City and the
business parks themselves. We oppose vigorously any light
rail alignment which passes through or is adjacent to the
Interstate 5 Landscape Corridor or Gateway Centre Business

0

Park.

Additionally, a west side alignment in this location is
in direct conflict with policies of the Plan. Page 26 of
the Plan, under the section entitled, "Freeway Landscape
Corridor," states that "Guiding Policy" calls for, "A
landscaped corridor adjoining both sides of 1-5 Freeway
through South Natomas to mark an important entryway to the
City and to provide protection from freeway nuisance for
adjoining residential development."
We agree with this statement, and have provided for
such a corridor within the Gateway Centre Business Park,

0
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Clif Carstens
December 15, 1987
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supplemental environmental impact report and proposed community
plan appear to assume that approval of the 1986 plan amendments
is a fait accompli. The City should rethink this approach, and
seriously plan for South Natomas.
B. ACCUMULATIVE IMPACTS
The supplemental environmental impact report also takes an
unjustifiably narrow view of the requirement for evaluation of
cumulative impacts, focusing exclusively on traffic. There are
many other cumulative impacts, focusing exclusively on traffic.
There are many other cumulative impacts of North and South
Natomas development, including impacts on land use, housing,
flooding and drainage, air quality, and compatability with
airport noise levels. All of these cumulative impacts should be
addressed as part of the supplemental environmental impact
report.
C. SUBSTANTIAL NEW INFORMANTION
The Supplemental environmental impact report correctly notes
that substantial new information is available on several issues
including flooding, air quality, and airport noise. Instead of
documenting this new information and making appropriate changes
in the South Natomas Community Plan, however, the supplemental
environmental impact report simply references the Sacramento
Such an
General Plan Update Environmental Impact Report.
approach is inadequate. ECOS' comments have thoroughly
documented the deficiencies of the General Plan Update
Environmental Impact Report. ECOS incorporates those comments by
reference.
Of particular concern are the lack of alternatives
and mitigation measures in the General Plan Update Environmental
Impact Report. ECOS incorporates those comments by reference.
Of particular concern are the lack of alternatives and mitigation
measures in the General Plan Update Environmental Impact Report.
D. LACK OF ALTERNATIVES
The Most serious deficiency is the •lack of land use
alternatives. If planned development in North and South Natomas
will have cumulative adverse impacts -- including impacts on
traffic, land use, housing, air quality, and public safety
jeopardized by development in flood hazard areas -- then the
supplemental environmental impact report must consider
alternative land uses in North and South Natomas to reduce those
impacts. The Sacramento General Plan Update Environmental Impact
Report offers no such alternatives.
Where, the General Plan
Update Environmental Impact Report does suggest mitigation

Clif Carstens
December 15, 1987
Page Six of Seven

Of additional concern is the possibility that some
development, particularly development along the Garden Highway,
may interfere with or prove inconsistent with necessary level
improvements.
The South Natomas Community Plan should include plans for
levee improvements, provide for a evacuation plans, and ensure
that planned development will not interfere with those plans.
The supplemental- environmental impact report provides none
of the information needed to seriously plan for flood hazards in
South Natomas. Nor does it provide for an accurate picture of
what the flood hazards are, let alone, analyze how additional
development increases the risk of flood losses.

0

0

The supplemental environmental impact report relies on the
discussion of flooding in the General Plan Update Environmental
Impact Report. But that discussion, far from thoroughly
documenting flood hazards, is sketchy. .It notes that "portions
of Natomas" would be flooded to a depth of fifteen feet, without
saying how big an area is involved. It all but ignores the risk
of levee failure on the Sacramento "River. It relies, on the
proposed update of the Federal Emergency Management Agency's
flood . mapping, without disclosing that the City is trying to
sidetrack that process. The General Plan Update Environmental
Impact Report falls far short of an environmental full disclosure
document.
The supplemental environmental impact report should include
This should
a full discussion and evaluation of flood hazards.
include the information provided in the June 1986 Wahler
Associates report to the Corps of Engineers, indicating that the
Sacramento River levees in the Natomas area are constructed of
unstable material consisting of loose, pervious sand, as well as
the information in the Corps of Engineers' March 1987 Special
Study of the Lower American River. The discussion should also
include specific alternatives and mitigation measures in South
Natomas to reduce flood hazards, both in the near and long term.
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RESOLUTION NO. 85-170
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Adopted by the Board of Directors of the Sacramento Regional Transit
District on the date of:

November 12, 1985
RECOMMENDING PREFERRED LIGHT RAIL RIGHT-OF-WAY
ALIGNMENT THROUGH NATOMAS
WHEREAS, the City of Sacramento and County of Sacramento are
conducting an LRT Extension Study that is being prepared by DKS Associates
with SACOG oversight;
WHEREAS, Phase I of the LRT Extension Study addresses alternative
alignments in the Natomas area, and Phase II thereof will address
an additional nine LRT corridors located outside Natomas; and

0

WHEREAS, this Board desires to communicate its preferred LRT
alignment for the Natomas area prior to the City Planning Commission
meeeting on the North Natomas Community Plan presently set for November 21,
1985; and
WHEREAS, this Board prefers the 1-5 alignment in the South Natomas
and Truxal Road alignment in North Natomas for adoption into the respective Community Plans which is identified as "Alternative A" in
the 10-10-85 "Phase I LRT Extension Study"; and
WHEREAS, this Board believes that "Alternative A" creates the
least adverse impacts on residential communities, provides the greatest
opportunity for competition with the private auto due to shorter LRT
travel time, and the greatest opportunity for joint development; and
WHEREAS, this Board's recommendation is made without the opportunity
for review of detailed environmental, transit ridership, operational
and maintenance studies recognizing that further technical analysis
will be required on these and other issues before proceeding with
an extension of the LRT line to any of the ten corridors under consideratiol
and
WHEREAS, this Board's recommendation does not presuppose that
the Natomas alignment will have priority over the remaining nine alignments
to be considered in Phase II of the DKS Associates' LRT Extension
Study.

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT HEREBY RESOLVED BY THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
OF THE SACRAMENTO REGIONAL TRANSIT DISTRICT AS FOLLOWS:

0

NATOMAS COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION
•

Post Office Box 15362, Sacramento, California 95813

-
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February 15, 1988
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19,99

City of Sacramento, Department of Planning and Development
Planning Division, attn: Jim Ha m ish
1231 I Street Room 300
Sacramento, California 95814

PLANNING AND

Subject: Comments on Proposed 1988 South Natomas Community Plan
Supplemental Environmental Impact Report
Dear Jim,
The Natomas Community Association requests the preparation of a new
and complete environmental impact report for the South Natomas
community planning area, that encompasses available new information and
addresses the full range of cumulative impacts from development of North
and South Natomas Community Plans.
The Draft South Natomas Community Plan (DSNCP) and accompanying
environmental impact report are critical documents to our community. The
two documents are the proper place for the inclusion and analysis of accurate
information on cumulative impacts, alternatives, trends, programs and
policies to address the development of the community; and identification of
potential measures to mitigate or avoid negative impacts. The current DSNP
and Supplemental Environmental Impact Report (SEIR) fail to perform these
functions.
The Natomas Community Association finds the SEIR for the draft South
Natomas Community Plan an inadequate, ambiguous and limited document.
The SEIR neither informs the reader of the cumulative impacts from
development of the North Natomas and South Natomas Community Plans,
nor does the SEIR adequately address new information available on North
and South Natomas.
The Court order instructed the City to adequately address the cumulative
environmental impacts of the North and South Natomas Community Plans.
It also instructed the City to prepare this document in conformance with the
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA).

OFV ri

LOPMEtilT

proposed SNCPs should be presented. It appears
that the balance shifts significantly in the
revision toward jobs. The impacts of this
significant shift should be described, with
mitigation measures identified. The claim that
"the jobs/housing ratio(n) of the community itself
changes to carry out the goal of the balanced
community" appears to be unfounded.
p.3 and 46

The Supplemental SNCP EIR in Table 10 shows 19
intersections which exceed LOS C in either the AM
peak, the PM peak or both. The statement on page
3 of the supplemental EIR, that air quality
impacts are regional impacts, is inaccurate with
respect to carbon monoxide. As the 1984 Draft
SNCP EIR j-3 states: "[C]arbon Monoxide problems
are usually rather localized, often resulting from
a combination of high traffic volumes and
significant traffic congestion."
By the same token the claim that specific air
quality impacts are too speculative is simply
untrue with regards to air quality impacts. Nor
is the claim that future analysis may occur and
future mitigation measures may be considered
sufficient to comply with CEQA.

T.3

Regarding traffic noise; the same comment is made
in the SEIR, that "any attempt to refine the
analysis would be too . speculative and impossible
to project. This is untrue. Traffic noise
contours should be added to the SEIR.

P.11

Please explain how the land uses can be identical
to those in the 1986 SNCP (paragraph 1) yet still
constitute a reduction in almost all categories of
land use (paragraph 3)?
Please explain the specific changes in land use on
a project by project basis which led to the
changes reflected in Table 1.
Please explain how the analysis of employment and
housing remains the same (paragraph 7) given the
reduction in almost all categories of land use
(paragraph 3).

P. 15

What are the effects of the 20% increase in high
density units.

P.15

Please define and give examples of support
commercial.

0

0
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p. 23
transpor

The discussion of adjustments made to the
tation data base is vague. Again, it appears
that adjustments merely reflected comparisons
of model-produced and actual volumes and not
trip distributions, mode shares, etc. Please
clarify.

p. 24

In addition to through travel, there are trips
with one end external to the area modelled. Especially considering that the plan for the city will
result in a massive increase in the ratio of jobs
to housing (and, more relevantly, employed
residents) substantial growth in trips with a
residential end outside the study area seems
likely. How were trips with an end outside the
study area handled?

C)

n._)

C)
patterns

0
pp. 24-25

The text recognizes that "shifts in growth
over time" will result in "varying
intensities of traffic impacts." How is this
statement compatible with the statement on p.
22 that trip length is unchanged?

Were the same trip generation rates assumed to
hold regionwide? Are these rates auto trip rates
or rates by all modes of transportation? Regional
average auto trip rates normally underestimate
trip rates for outlying portions of the region.
This is because the regional averages include
trips in/to/from downtown areas, where transit,
ridesharing, and walking are used much more than
elsewhere.

0

p. 25

Why was distance used as the basis for trip
distribution rather than travel time or travel
cost? Distance is a less reliable basis for trip
distribution because it does not reflect the
deterrent effects of congestion, long access and
wait times for transit, etc.
The comment that the pattern of internal trips
should change as North and South Natomas reach
build-out needs clarification. How was this
comment reflected in the modelling?

p. 26

Here, the text recognizes that trip distribution
will shift as development occurs. How is this
consistent with the earlier statements about trip
length? What is the basis for the statement that
directional distributions should remain relatively
similar to existing conditions? There is no reason
to assume this. Was a trip distribution model
exercised or not?

00017
differences in the availability of alternative

modes, etc.? What data are available on peak
period trip rates?
p. 40

The description of the route choice (traffic
assignment) procedure and its impact on freeways
makes it sound as if an all-or-nothing assignment
was done. Earlier, it was stated that an
incremental assignment procedure was used. This
needs clarification.

p. 43

The volume for West El Camino: Northgate Blvd.Norwood Ave. shown in Table 9 (16,400) is less
than that shown in Table 5 (18,100). This needs
clarification/correction.

C)

C)

Unless the proposed lanes can definitely be implemented, an analysis of LOS with existing
geometries should be shown.
0

C)

C

V/C ratios substantially over 1 (e.g., greater
pp. 43-44
& seq. tables than 1.1 or perhaps 1.2) are not observed except
in very unusual circumstances. When severe
capacity problems exist, travellers respond by
changing their time of travel, changing their mode
of travel, and/or changing their destination of
travel. For a worst-case analysis the assumption
is often made that mode shifts and destination .
shifts do not occur but that the peaks spread out.
Thus, rather than facing one hour of LOS F at an
extremely congested intersection, travellers and
the community may be facing several hours of LOS
E/F. By treating the problem as a peak-hour
phenomenon only, the traffic impacts are substantially understated.
One likely result of severe traffic congestion at
intersections is an increase in the use of local
residential streets as bypasses around congestion.
The streets that permit such movements should be
identified and the consequences of such typical
motorist behavior should be discussed.
Another likely result is severe and potentially
life-threatening disruption of police, fire, and
ambulance services. This critical impact deserves
discussion.
p. 45

Bus delay usually is worse than the delays for
other vehicles, not the same as stated by the
text. This is because buses have difficulty in
moving into and out of bus stops when traffic
flows are heavy.

/

0 00 185
Several minor questions are raised by various points in the
te:t

rTh

C)

L Why are the consultants still using Circular 219 for
level-of-service analysis, uhen the Transportation
Research Board replaced, it with a new Highway.
Capacity Manual over two years ago?
Why is TSM so ineffective in South Natomas, when
the assumed citywide improvement is 12 percent?
This deserves at least a brief explanation_
3. On page 7, the text suggests that a v/c ratio of
1.22 in the base year may be due to the small number
of access and egress point's along the link in question.
Does this mean that only 'generic link capacities
are used in the MINUTPS network, or have they
been adjusted in some way for nuances of link
capacity?
4. Would it be possible to include a map of the South
Natomas analysis zones, superimposed over the highway
network? This mould make it easier to assess the
accuracy of local network loading,

0 0 01 8
Natomas Community Association :
Additional Transportation Study Comments
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The stated purpose of the study "to provide additional information with
respect to planning options..." has not been fully realized. Each alternative
studied will result in unacceptable levels of traffic at a majority of
intersections in South Natomas. The documents have, so far, failed to offer
any reasonable "planning options" for decision makers to consider.
As previously requested, again the Natomas Community Association
request that the 1984 Blayney Community Plan, adjusted with revised
community plan numbers, be considered as an alternative. What would the
traffic numbers be with this alternative?
Why wasn't an alternative land use scenario developed that would reach
acceptable levels of traffic? What land uses could be allowed in undeveloped
parcels while maintaining the stated goal of LOS "C"?
One purpose, required by the Court Order, should have been to clearly
identify the traffic impacts on South Natomas from North Natornas
development. What specifically are these impacts, and how will they be
mitigated to acceptable LOS "C". How will traffic congestion be alleviated?
What South Natomas land uses would be required to obtain LOS 'C', 'D'
and 'E'. Can LOS 'C' be obtained on any of the congested intersections by
altering land uses? What non-automobile related facilities and services could
mitigate this congestion (bikeways, shuttle service, pedestrian circulation
plans)?
Many of the identified mitigation measures are not adequate to bring the
impacts created to a less than significant level. Further many are either
infeasible or unacceptable options. The City should prioritize their mitigation
options to alleviate traffic congestion.
Numerous figures in both the SEIR and Traffic Impact Analysis exceed 1.0
(100% of capacity). Please translate these numbers into the number of hours
per day that each intersection will be beyond capacity. What are the air
pollution and related health risk impacts of this congestion? Which
neighborhoods in South Natomas will be most impacted by hazardous air

quality?
As roadways reach capacity at key South Natomas intersections, how will
driving patterns change? Will neighborhood streets become alternative
routes? If so, how will the City alleviate speeding, noise and increased traffic
volume on neighborhood streets?

Mr. Marty Van Duyn
March 11, 1988
Page -2-
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3. CUMULATIVE - TRANSPORTATION; DISTRIBUTION OF TRIPS (Page
25, Paragraph d).
The statement, "Compliance with the level of service (c) 80%
of the time" implies that the average volume/capacity ratio is
This is not equivalent to an 80%
projected to be 80%.
probability that service level C will not be exceeded. It
means that the most likely future level of service during the
peak 15 minutes of the peak hour will be level of service C.
Please comment.
4. LEVEL OF SERVICE DEFINITIONS (Page 39, Table 8)
The table fails to identify the peak hour trip
a.
generation rates. Please identify the peak hour trip
generation rates and source used for the peak hour model
(i.e., were SATS rates used in the daily traffic model
used as the basis or ITE data?).
b. The document is unclear on whether the peak hour model
was validated. Please comment on whether this was done.
Also, please provide the key validation statistics.
Specifically, we are interested in the percentage of daily
traffic generation estimated to be present on the street
system during the p.m. peak hour.
Please summarize the assumptions used for employment
c.
densities for the non-residential acreage' in the various
nonresidential land use categories. Also please discuss
the basis for these assumptions (i.e., regional averages
or expected maximum) and whether the gross acreages of
each development area were adjusted to eliminate
unbuildable land and local circulation facilities.
Please define the "heavy commercial" land use
d.
category.
5. FUTURE (ADOPTED) CITY PLANNED ROADWAY IMPROVEMENTS (Page
38, Table 7; and Page 41, Figure 1)
The transportation network appears to exclude the planned
extension of River Plaza Drive westerly across the
drainage canal (a substantial portion of this road is
constructed on both sides of the canal without the bridge
connection). Given the significant potential for reducing
traffic impacts on Garden Highway and other key roadways
and intersections, it would seem appropriate to include
this facility in the analysis or as a mitigation measure
Please discuss the effect this
to projected impacts.

00019:2,
Mr. Marty van Duyn
March 11, 1988
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facility would have on traffic impact projections and the
extent to which it would mitigate traffic impacts to (i)
existing (including approved) projects and (ii) existing
and planned projects.
6. CUMULATIVE IMPACTS - TRANSPORTATION
11-12)

(Page 48-51; Table

The most critically impacted locations appear to be the I5 and 1-80 freeways and the surface streets nearest to
North Natomas. Given the fact that a financing plan is to
be prepared for the area, it would be useful to know how
much of the projected traffic is generated by development
in North Natomas, versus development in South Natomas, on
the facilities for which full mitigation has not been
identified.
7.

CUMULATIVE IMPACTS - MITIGATION (Page 31-54)
The document does not discuss the cumulative effects of
the suggested mitigation measures. Please comment on the
combined effects of the following mitigation measures:
intersection and roadway improvement, roadway extensions
including Truxel Road and River Plaza Drive, TSM and other
measures to reduce traffic peaks, TSM and transit to
increase vehicle occupancies and accepting LOS D on
surface, streets for brief periods during peak hours.

8.

The SEIR shows Venture Oaks Drive as being extended
westerly across the drainage canal. It is unclear as to
whether this facility will be deleted if replaced by the
River Plaza Drive ektension or if both crossings would be
desired.

***
II. COMMENTS ON JANUARY 5, 1988 TRAFFIC IMPACT REPORT
9.

PAGES 13-15
How do the land use amounts for South Natomas under he
1985 SNCP, 1988 SUCP and 1988 SNCP plus four project cases
compare with the amounts considered in the City's General
Plan Update (SGPU) EIR? Do they match the SGPLI base case,
high intensity, or low intensity case? For the rest of
the region, which SGPU cases do the "Cumulative Baseline"
and "Expanded Cumulative" cases match?

10. Figures 9 through 12:
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In the partially developed North Sacramento area, a recon_
structed drainage system is currently needed. The City is
planning to finance most of these improvements (Hendrickson
pers. comm.) In the partially developed South Natomas area east
of 1-5, the drainage system is at or beyond capacity and needs:"
reconstruction (Hendrickson pers. comm.). New urban drainage,
systems are currently being constructed in undeveloped portions of the Pocket, Meadowview, and South Sacramento areas.
The following sections describe the existing drainage
systems for those portions of the SGPU area with large tracts of
developable vacant land.

Morrison Creek Stream Group of South Sacramento. The
Morrison Creek stream group is composed of Morrison, Laguna, and
Elder creeks. Morrison Creek drains an area of about 100 square.
miles upstream of its confluence with Laguna Creek. The creek
has an extensive floodplain, both upstream and downstream of
this confluence: The creek is confined by levees and occupies a
broad floodway as it flows through the bufferlands surrounding.
the Sacramento Regional Wastewater Treatment Plant (Regional
Plant). Morrison Creek then flows south past the Regional
Plant, entering Beach, North Stone, and South Stone Lakes before
entering the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta through Snodgrass
Slough and the Mokelumne River. Morrison Creek flows year-roundi
and supports riparian vegetation, wildlife, and a warmwater!4,
24;
fishery.
Laguna Creek drains an area of 47 square miles above its
confluence with Morrison Creek in the bufferlands. The creek.:
has. a significant floodplain area. Laguna Creek is one source*
of water that is used to maintain a wetlands area identified fort
project mitigation on SRCSD property between the UPRR tracks arid
Franklin Boulevard. This creek also flows year-round.
Elder Creek runs parallel to Morrison Creek and drains
almost the same acreage. Much of the Morrison Creek floodplaink.
area is at a lower elevation than the Sacramento River. VticV;
pump stations remove flood flows and summer low flows from the
floodplain and discharge them to the Sacramento River. Thls4t
prevents excessive buildup of floodwaters and also allows
seasonal agricultural use of the floodplain lands.
In 1963, Congress authorized the U. S. Army Corps of Engi-:=
neers (COE) to prepare a flood control study of the Morrisoll
Creek stream group. The study was completed in 1972 and subrillt'
ted to Congress in 1975. In 1976, Congress authorized advanced
engineering studies on a multi-purpose project involving
11,000 acre-foot reservoir on Elder and Laguna creeks, divers.
of Morrison Creek flows to this reservoir, levee and channel::
work on streams east of 1-5 within South Sacramento, an d
7,800-acre flood retardation basin in the Beach-Stone Lake arl!!,..!..
(U. S. Army Corps of Engineers 1972). Phase I studies for
project should be completed in 1987.
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postdevelopment peak runoff from a 10-year frequency storm
be roughly estimated at 0.4-0.5 cfs per acre, depending on
..t6,:d uses, compared to undeveloped runoff of 0.1-0.2 cfs per
4:1:e. The magnitude of these peak flows would decrease with
Lstance due to channel storage, local storage at pumping
stations, capacity restrictions in existing channels, and flooding. Channel-by-channel estimates of Impact magnitude require
detailed study of watershed hydrology and storm drain
aie and Flood Hazards
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, Implementation of the SGPU could exacerbate drainage defiiencies existing in the area both in terms of localized neighorm f• borhood drainage and regional flooding problems. Increased flow
L.Jnto the area's major streams could raise water surface elevaatariesT
tiobe, making it more difficult for other areas to drain either
' water.
y gravity or by pumping station to the channels. This could
merit fa
fesult
in more local flooding. The consequences would be more
C)
frequent ponding in local areas; deeper ponding in neighborhoods
eject to minor flooding; possible increased property damage to
:e
omes,
autos, and other property; an increased risk of overarrenti
pping
stream
channel levees as runoff increases; and increased
oreckin
iY
sk
of
failure
by
pumping stations due to increased pumping
..nerci
gainst
a
greater
hydraulic head. Increased localized ' flood
Oanti .
constitute
a significant adverse impact; this impact
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ould
be
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a less-than-significant level by restricting
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evelopment
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subject to flooding.
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Most undeveloped areas of the SGPU area, while having
ricultural drainage systems, would require the provision of
dopme
-w drainage systems to support urban development, This inludes North Natomas, the south Natomas area west of 1-5, and
e . eastern portions of East Broadway and South Sacramento. The
,ainage needs for new development in most of these areas can
1• enerally be met without affecting existing developed uses. In
ese cases, potentially significant adverse impacts on drainage
eas ibility are related only to cost. To reduce these impacts
le ss-than-significant levels, the City should expand fidIng alternatives for needed drainage improvements, including
,-Aopme n
e,w
econstruction of local drainage facilities, construction of
unt -r
etention percolation ponds, and implementation of project
:s 101
L
esign features that reduce seepage.
radi/4
iminat
-- The only exception to cost-only consideration may be develrunc f;g
pment in the eastern portion of the SGPU area within the water(-al an.
\--.unof;ri?
ned
of Morrison Creek. Increased runoff from new development
ere
may increase downstream floodflows in Morrison Creek
eside
e Yond its channel capacity in developed areas where channel
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o City General Funds. Cities could construct storm dra
projects as part of their usual public works projec
utilizing general fund money. It is likely that s
stantial funding would not be available from
'source_
o Gas Tax Funds. The City of Sacramento could utilize i
gas tax funds to supplement the financing of sto
drains within City streets.
o

Developer-Provided Funds. The City could require.thatr
developer solve a drainage problem as a condition -

development.

This approach is commonly used

Sacramento in establishing conditions on new develo
ment. The method is limited by the nature of the dra'

age problem that must be resolved, and by the ability
willingness of the developer to meet the conditio
imposed upon him or her. This method is most applicab
to local drainage problems.
Several la
o Assessment District Improvement Acts.
allow the establishment of assessment districts
financing of storm drains. The passage of Proposition
13 has severely restricted their use. For this reaso
assessment districts are considered practical only f
those areas where nearly all of the residents or lan
owners are actively seeking such a solution, such as
occurs with a group of landowners who wish to devel
their properties.
o Formation of Special Districts; Several special d'
tricts and improvement districts could be formed to fi
nance and construct storm drains under California law
The districts could operate in both City and coun
territory, within a defined zone that could repres
the watershed of the . Morrison Creek Stream Group
another desired area.
A substantive issue regarding financial responsibili
exists relative to regional improvements. Several major stream(1;
have been Improved by local funding to a level that provide,
basic protection, but not 100-year flood protection. The Is!Mi lt,
focuses on who should pay for upgrading the current protectiok
of these major regional facilities to adequate (at least 190
year) status. Some developers in the Laguna area are resolvIl
this issue by financing a modified floodplain project that
removes some of their lands from floodplains and renders those:
lands developable, while preserving an adequate chann el f
flood conveyance in the remaining portion of the floodplain.
For the other creeks in the area, development alre841
encroaches, and existing homes and businesses lie in the fl°,,s
plain. In many cases undeveloped land is not adjacent
channels, and it may not be practical to require a developef
V] 1.15
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Section W
HYDROLOGY AND WATER QUALITY
Setting
olo
hydrologic Environment. The SGPU area is located in the
craFriento Valley at the confluence of the Sacramento River and
of its principal tributaries, the American River (Exhibw-2) . The Sacramento River originates in the Cascade and
ity mountains of northern California and southern Oregon and
ns the northern half of California's Central Valley. The
rican River originates in the Sierra Nevada Mountains west
and south of Lake Tahoe. Forty miles south of the SGPU area in
e Delta, the Sacramento River joins the San Joaquin River
aining the southern Central Valley; together they flow into
San Francisco Bay.
" Six small tributaries to the Sacramento River also pass
ough and drain the SGPU area (Exhibit W-2). Dry Creek,
gpie Creek, and Arcade Creek flow through the portion north of
e American River and enter the Natomas East Main Drainage
al to form a single tributary to the Sacramento River.
rrison Creek, Elder Creek, and Laguna Creek flow through the
uthern portion of the SGPU area and join to also form a single
cramento River tributary.
The entire Central Valley is underlain by a vast thickness
alluvium that was derived from surrounding mountains, transrted by these and other streams, and deposited in shallow seas
river floodplains. This alluvium is now saturated below a
ela tively shallow depth. Thus, the sedimentary layers underlyg the SGPU area are a part of a major aquifer system that
ex tends throughout the Central Valley from Red Bluff to
ersfield.
Surface Water Hydrology. Stream flow in the Sacramento
ver (at Sacramento), averaging 17.9 million acre-feet per year
af/yr), is about 6-7 times the 2.8 M af/yr average annual
41:=114 of the American River (at Fair Oaks). These annual averges represent instantaneous flows of about 24,700 cubic feet
Per second (cfs) in the Sacramento River and 3,800 cfs in the
Ame rican River (Wendt pers. comm.).
Stream flow varies tremendously throughout the year, being
ig hest during winter and spring and lowest in late summer and
W-1
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Sources: Federal Emergency Management Agency Floodway Maps for City of Sacramento, September 21.
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COE's determination that these levee heights are inadequate
based on a new analysis of the American River streamflow
is
ocord.
through the winter of 1985-86, including the February
86
storm.
A series of relatively high runoff events in recent
19
indicates
that the 100-year flood (230,000 cfs) would be
..,,,,:tyearc:s a large as that previously determined for floodway design
tIposes (115,000 cfs). In this new context, the floodway can
•. . pU
the 65-year event with adequate freeboard, and the February
:r s s
i..
pa
1986 event constituted a 70-year flood (Rice pers. comm.).
,,-

COE is currently preparing maps of the approximate areas of
inundation from levee failure at the three identified locations
in Exhibit W-4. These maps will place most of the SGPU area
4iwithin the 100-year floodplain (Rice pers. comm.). Floodwater
'depths
could exceed 15 feet in certain areas, principally
,
portions of the Natomas area (Johnson pers. comm.; Rice pers.
comm.) •
In 1987, COE will release a preliminary report presenting
the foregoing conclusions and an initial identification and
-evaluation of alternative actions to alleviate the substandard
..-„levee capacity of the American River. COE believes that some
twoblination of the following could restore the needed level of
tprotection:

r•-Th

1.. Raising the levees;
2. Utilizing more of Folsom Reservoir's capacity for
floodf low storage, through fall season drawdown;
3. Reconstructing the Folsom Reservoir spillway to a lower
elevation, permitting higher release rates earlier in
storm periods; and
4. Constructing additional upstream Storage, such as the

proposed Auburn Reservoir.

In late 1987, USBR will issue a related report considering
further the above alternative actions, especially the Auburn
Res ervoir proposal. COE plans to release a more detailed
v ersion of their report in 1988.
COE has also agreed to prepare new 100-year floodplain maps
f or FEMA depicting the newly estimated and unmitigated flood
h azard areas in detail, suitable for federal flood insurance
adm inistration needs. The scheduled completion date is 1989.

;DURING

Levee Structural Integrity. The structural integrity
° f portions of both the American River and Sacramento River
l evees is in some doubt, especially the Garden Highway levee
alo ng the east bank of the Sacramento River upstream of the
Am erican River confluence (James pers. comm.; Johnson pers.
c ° 111m. ).
Some evidence of a possible lack of structural integrIt Y has also been observed during flood stage along the

W-7
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have been found in the groundwater. Much of the degradation is

at low levels, and groundwater in these areas is suitable for
municipal use after aeration, blending , or other treatment
(Metcalf and Eddy 1985).
Impacts of SGPU

Flood Hazards

In addition, some future development areas would require
provision of new local drainage improvements and continued
reliance upon existing local structures. Major drainage
improvement would be needed in North Netomes, North Sacramento,
and South Sacramento to eliminate current flooding (Exhibit w-4)
and to offset increased runoff from development. These required
improvements would involve significant investment costs.

0

sup
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Most of the future development pursuant to the SGPU would
be in areas requiring continued levee protection. This protection, provided primarily by the levees of the Sacramento and
American rivers, requires the continuance of a substantial
maintenance commitment. Maintenance includes scheduled arld.
emergency inspection, repair, reconstruction, and certification
efforts. The significant costs of these: efforts would generally)
not increase with further . development in the SGPU area, but new
development Would increase the number of persons and developments exposed to potential flood damage from levee failure.
Recent streamf low patterns suggest a higher risk than previously
thought. Damage potential would be highest in the North Natomas s'"
area. This is a potentially significant adverse impact which
could be mitigated to a less-then-significant level by a strong
budgetary commitment to inspection, repair, and. upgrading of
flood control levees and implementation of other CUE flood
control alternatives.. High damage potential in the Netomas area
could be offset by reconstructing inadequate levees as development occurs.
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Groundwater Depletion and Treatment
The City Council recently prepared a draft MOU between the
City and County concerning water development and use within the
urbanized areas of Sacramento County. The MOU provides the
basis and description of City and County roles in managing
groundwater use. Since groundwater withdrawals will be managed
according to this MOU, impacts related to groundwater depletion
and treatment are expected to be less than significant.
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Section K
NOISE
Setting
Noise Measurements and Terminology
Sound travels through the air as waves of minute air pressure fluctuations caused by a vibration of some sort. In general, sound waves travel away from the noise source as an expanding spherical surface. The energy contained in a sound wave is
consequently spread over an increasing area as it travels away
from the source. This results in a decrease in loudness at
greater distances from the noise source.
Most sound measurements are based on sound pressure levels
at various frequency ranges, with results reported using a decibel (dB) scale. Decibel scales are a logarithmic index based on
a ratio of the actual pressure fluctuations generated . by sound
waves compared to a standard reference value.
•

Most sounds consist of a broad range of sound frequencies.
Because the human ear is not equall y sensitive to all frequencies, a large number of freq uency weichting schemes have been
used to develop noise measuring instruments that approximate the
way the human ear responds to noise levels. The "A weighted"
decibel scale (dBA) is the most widely used for this purpose.
Exhibit K-2 illustrates dBA levels associated with a variet y of
noise sources.
Varying noise levels are often described in terms of the
equivalent constant dBA level. Equivalent noise levels (Leg) are
used to develop single-value descri p tions of cumulative noise
exposure -over various periods of time. Cumulative noise exposure
over a 24-hour period is often presented as a day-night average
sound level (Ldn). Ldn values are calculated from hourly Leg
values, with the Leg values for the nighttime period (10 p.m. - 7
a.m.) increased by 10 dB to reflect the greater disturbance
potential from nighttime noises.
Working With Decibel Values
The nature of dB scales means that individual dB ratings for
different noise sources cannot be added directly to give the dB
rating of the combination of these sources. Two noise sources
producing equal dB ratings at a given location will produce a

0 0 0 2 2 L)'
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Residential Building Design and Construction
Normal residential construction materials and practices
typically reduce outdoor noise levels by 20 dB as long as all
windows and doors are closed. Noise reductions are considerably
less if windows are opened for ventilation. An indoor CNEL of 45
dB is usually considered an upper limit for minimizing noise
problems' in residential areas.- Noise reductions of 20-30 dB
should be the goal for most residential development in areas
affected by freeway noise. Examples of features that can contribute to the total noise reduction goal include:

CD

o

o airtight seals between window or door frames and exterior
walls
•

double, glazing for windows and sliding doors

o solid core or insulated steel doors with full weather
stripping
o extra wall and ceiling insulation
o increased thicknesses for interior and exterior wall
and ceiling materials
o tight-fitting dampers on fireplaces
o use of tile rather than
roofing.

wood

or composition shingles for

Additional factors providing reduced interior noise levels
involve building orientation toward ground-level noise sources,
the placement of doors and windows relative to noise sources, and
the amount of window and sliding door area. Building designs
should minimize window and door exposure to noise sources. Bedrooms and other noise-sensitive areas of dwellings should be
shielded from exterior noise sources by other portions of the
dwelling.
1978 SNCP Alternative
Development of South Natomas according to the 1978 SNCP
would result in noise exposure conditions very similar to those
illustrated in Exhibit K-6. In general, noise levels would be
about 0.5 dB lower than under the Draft Community Plan. The 1978
SNCP would, however, involve more residential development near
the freeways.

SOUTH NATOMAS

NOISE CONTOURS

FROM

SGPU EIR

000231)
result in reduced dispersion of vehicle emissions, allowing carbon monoxide problems to develop and persist during hour3 when
traffic volumes are declining from peak levels. Motor vehicles
also exhibit increased carbon monoxide emission rates at low air
temperatures.
The air quality management plan for the Sacramento region
predicts that federal and state carbon monoxide standards will be
attained throughout the region by 1987. This prediction is based
on a regional-scale air quality model plus more detailed modeling
analyses of major highway intersections. The regional air quality model predicted 8-hour carbon monoxide levels of up to 7.4
ppm in 1987, with predicted 8-hour levels of 2.4-4.3 ppm in the
South Natomas area.
Impacts
Potential For Localized Carbon Monoxide Problems
Previous air quality modeling studies (Jones & Stokes Associates 1984) have identified potential carbon monoxide "hot
spots" in South Natomas. The Garden Highway/Northgate Boulevard
intersection and the I-5/West El Camino Avenue interchange are
potentially susceptible to development of localized carbon monoxide problems.
• Potential carbon monoxide levels at these locations have
been evaluated using air quality modeling procedures described in
Appendix II. Modeling results are summarized in Exhibit J-5. No
carbon monoxide problems are anticipated at the Garden Highway/
Northgate Boulevard intersection.
Morning peak hour traffic may produce violations of the
state 1-hour carbon monoxide standard as well as both the federal
and state 8-hour carbon monoxide standards at the I-5/West El
Camino interchange. Maximum morning peak hour carbon monoxide
levels at this location are 20.4 ppm. The state 1-hour carbon
monoxide standard is 20 ppm. Assuming that morning 8-hour average carbon monoxide levels are only 55 percent of the morning
peak hour level, 8-hour average carbon monoxide levels would be
11.2 ppm. Both state and federal 8-hour carbon monoxide standards are 9 ppm. These predicted violations of federal and state
air quality standards are considered a significant adverse impact.

-

Contribution to Regional Smog Problems
Traffic associated with development allowed b y the Draft
Plan will produce emissions of various compounds which contribute
to regional smog problems. On an average summer day, traffic
related to South Natomas would produce 5,855 pounds of reactive
organic com p ounds and 8,014 pounds of nitrogen oxides. Compared
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November 29, 1988
City Council
Sacramento, California

INSPECTR rs:S

MANMN6

Honorable Members in Session:
SUBJECT: SOUTH NATOMAS COMMUNITY PLAN UPDATE (M87-039)
Certain miscellaneous changes have been made to both plan and project condition
documentation for the South Natomas Community Plan items on this agenda. In
addition, a resolution of adoption related to the understanding between the City
and the Natomas Community Association has been prepared. Also attached is
correspondence from Public Works regarding the process for determining specific
alignments west of Orchard Lane and the exaction for bridge construction with
regard to Willow Creek.
Staff is prepared to review these items in detail as
necessary.
For City Council information, please find attached:
o

Attachment 5 -- Resolution Adopting Implementation and Plan Resion
Measures

o

Attachment 5a -- Errata sheet for Implementation and Plan Revision Measures

o

Attachment 6a -- Revised Aircraft Noise Policies

o

Attachment 7 -- Errata sheet for Conditions of Approval on Major Projects
regarding FBA and aviation noise

o

Attachment 8 -- Public Works letter regarding Natomas West Circulation

I
At present there are no published contours that show any area within South
Natomas to be located within the -airport's 60 CNEE, contours. When the City
reviews new applications, the City will 111-14-iee consider the most recently.
published data including input from the Department of Airports,_published_noise
surveys, or siplillfatjlissLIEL_IL91,ELTEE.Laints that have been filed in the
v i rility_j4II121_11_111pulat_prilieLL:LiIt. If the City hee---reasert—t-&-tre714eve
G.;Eermines that the data is not current or that an aircraft noise problem exists,
then the City will request studies to update noise contours.
F.

Require noise mitigation measures as conditions of approval for specific
projects where a noise assessment has determined that noise levels for the
project area would exceed normally acceptable levels as defined in the

General Plan Noise Element. Such mitigations s-ha-1-1 may include but not be
limited to the following: recording noise easements on property deeds,
soundproofing insulation, and other noise reduction techniques.
The General Plan Noise Element requires that interior noise levels be mitigated
to 45 dBA and that maximum instantaneous levels of noise be mitigated to 50 dBA
in bedrooms and 55 dBA in other habitable rooms.

G.

Endeavor to notify potential homeowners and residents of South Natomas of
the overflights by aircraft ser-vi-ftg using Sacramento Metropolitan Airport
via-aft-aviati-eft-neise-easement-graftted-te-Saeramente-Gedftty by providing for
such notice as a condition of approval of PUDS, tentative maps or special
permits to develop residential units in South Natomas.

Single-event noise impacts may occur even where the noise contours are less than
Accordingly, the above policies would require that the homebuyer be
60 CNEL.
-eesemen-t- - - -property
informed of potential airport noise iv - -grtmt-ing- -a deeds by standard disclosure mechanisms.

i-,:a4ea-tes. -texiel-eted; indicated text added
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Mike Davis
Willow Creek PUD
November 23, 2988,
Page 2

reduce the contribution from 25% to 16%, the exaction that now exists. This
recalculation was based on an informal analysis of traffic flows comparing Willow
Creek and Metro Center. Staff estimates the 16% contribution to be $80,000. It
should be pointed out that the 9% reduction ($45,000) will be picked up by the FBA.
The applicants point out that the 67 acre Willow Creek site has been impacted by a 20
acre Junior High School site as well as a 15 acre site, thus leaving the project with
only 32 developable acres. The applicant has indicated that it is unfair for the
reduced site to bear the costs of this bridge widening. However, it should be clear
that the park site and school site are not dedications to the City, but are rather
set-asides for a two year period. Thus. Willow Creek will be paid fair market value
for each site at some point during the two year period. The Department of, Parks and
Community Services has estimated that land acquisition for the Willow Creek Park will
be $130,000 per acre, or $1,950.000. Applying the same acquisition costs to the
school site, the cost will be $2.600,000. Thus, within a two year period, from time
of approval, Willow Creek will be paid $4,550.000 for the park and the school site.
If the purchase options are not exercised by the City and the school district, the
land will revert to its underlying "R-2 A" zoning, thus providing even more profitable
acreage for development.
It should also be pointed out that, pursuant to City Agreement No. 87-111, Willow
Creek has an excess park credit of approximately $244.000 that may be applied to FBA
fees, or any other. fee, charge or exaction required to satisfy conditions of the
Willow Creek project. Willow Creek is therefore in the unique position of 'being able
to apply their credits towards the 16% bridge exaction, as well as other requirements
such as signals, street widening, or FBA fees.
In conclusion, staff feels that the imposition of this exaction is both fairHand
consistent with exactions demanded of other developments adjacent to bridge projects.
Further, given the unique ability of Willow Creek to offset this exaction by utilizing
credits, we do not feel the magnitude of the exaction is an unfair burden on the 32
acre Willow Creek site.
Sincerely.

LEE
Depu Director of Pub le Works
RL:TM:jd
TM8-03.F
cc: David Martinez. Deputy City Manager
Melvin Johnson, Director of Public Works
Thomas M. Finley, Engineering Division Manager
Terence Moore, Senior Engineer
... , Diana Parker, Senior Planner, Planning and Development
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Swat-Cows Nest
Homeowners Association
2245 Orchard Lane • Sacramento, CA 95833
(916) 927-6481

November 14, 1988
Mayor Anne Rudin and Members
Sacramento City Council
915 "I" Street
Sacramento, California 95814
Dear Mayor Rudin and Councilmembers:
In an effort to resolve the concerns of neighbors affected by
Roads "A" and "B" in the Natomas West Circulation plan,
representatives of Swallows Nest, Citation Homes, the Souza
family, the Perry Family, the Barandas family, the Natomas
Community Association, and others have met or spoken by telephone.
This letter represents results of our discussions, and we ask that
the following changes in language be made to the Memorandum of
Understanding between the City of Sacramento and the Natomas
Community Association regarding "South Natomas Community Plan
Implementation and Plan Revision."
XI. Natomas West Circulation
A.

"The City will designate Road 'B' as a minor two-lane
collector at the existing alignment. City would not
adopt a specific alignment for Road& 'A' alt4- LB4 until
after a study of circulation requirements for the
Natomas West area is completed; and
1.

"The study would evaluate alternative roadway 'A'
widths and alignments;

2.

"At least one public hearing would be conducted
and at least one community meeting would be held
in South Natomas regarding Natomas West
circulation;

3.

tqlhe-erkignmeftt-utimately-atlepteel-wett14-be-ite
eleser-thalt-a-ralise-ef-84-te-1-2-5-feetr-in
ati4i-tieft-te-exi&tinq-put44e-easemeitta-f,erigrr-304
wa-ter-eempally-easemeitth—Erem-the-ettrreftt
ftertherft-property-ifte-eE-Swaleva-NeatT,
A sound-wall and landscaped buffer area will
be constructed between Roadway 'B' and the
current northern property line of Swallows
Nest to mitigate noise impacts from roadway 'B'."

ROGER M. MILLER
ATTORNEY AT LAW

8155 Riverside Blvd.
Sacramento. Conk 95831
(916] 424-1505 .

November 15, 1388
Mayor Anne Rudin and Members
Sacramento City Council
915 "I" Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
Re: South Natomas Community Plan
letter of November 14, 1988 from David Thoene
Dear Mayor Rudin and Members:,
Even though I have not peronally met with Mr. Thoene or discussed his
letter with him, I wish to voice the support of my clients Martin, Souza and
Perry Farms for the concept . expressed that Road B should take no more than a
54' right of way as a minor collector since a larger road cannot be justified
using the City's own data and assumptions. It also seems clear that the only
reasonable location for a public road is over the existing 60 feet of existing
road and easements immediately north of Swallows Nest.
We have not signed his letter, because we are not engineers or land
surveyors, and .it is not clear to us exactly where the property line is
located or where the berm or wall buffer should be located. The eucalyptus
bordering the Swallows ,Nest property must be saved, and I am certain that
sufficient room must also be left to buffer the existing residences on the
Barandas property if, we expect agreement from Barandas. There is a further
question regarding cdst. Swallows Nest is not included in the assessment
district, and I would suggest that in any private agreement Swallows Nest
might reasonably be expected to contribute in some manner, either by paying
for part of the cost, or by agreeing that the berm could be located 6 or 8 ft.
into their property and behind their trees.
truly yours,

RO
M. MILLER
Attorney at Law
Cy: Tom Kollen *oft
Martin Souza
Perry Farms
Cristy Savaage

